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The best-selling RISC OS magazine in the world

RISC OS Show 2001: What

we saw at the exhibition

Round-up of what's
available right now

Gadgets: Ideas about what
you can get for Christmas

Plus 4 pages of hot news!

»««and all the regulars
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POSu

Call us for your nearest UK
dealer for the POSum point of
sale systems and the EBMS

business management
solutions.

Microdigital Computers
Mico

Omega
and PSU upgrades
ision cards

RiscStation Computers
R7500 Lite

R7500 Lite*

R7500 NetWorx

R7500 NetWorx HD

R7500 Scorcher

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck

Osaris

Osaris Plus pack
Osaris Classroom pack
Portable

Games pack (with a system)

£715.50

£1179.00

£598.00

£656.75

£480.50

£539.30

£797.50

£833.00

£180.00

£210.00

£857.50

ECall

£47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb,10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb,30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+0Mb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
Web Wizard - 32+2Mb,8Gb HD,CD, speakers,

Internet pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

Monitors
iiyama 1352 (15" FST) £134.95

iiyama Vision Master 1401 (17" SF)
llyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST)
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF)

iiyama S900MT1 (19" FST)
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" FST)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF)

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF)
iiyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) ^

liyama Pro-Lite 3816 (15" LCD)
liyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD)
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD)
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD)
liiyama Pro-Lite 4636 (18.1" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD)
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD)
Touchscreen monitors

£210.85

£170.65

£241.20

£221.85

£295.60

£242.10

£245.25

£323.50

£397.50

£339.10

£476.95

£619.50

£627.25

£737.45

. £370.20

£407.20

£514.50

£655.90

£703.75

£1036.95

£979.60

£1231.10

£1763.50

£Call

Authorised Registered
*r Developer OTDK

Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)

Also Audio &Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://wWW.liquid-silicon.COm Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome.

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A7000/RlscStation/Mlco SIMMs:
16Mb FPM

32Mb EDO (HC, works in Rise PCs)
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs)
128Mb EDO

2Mb VRAM

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items
MIDI interfaces:

MIDIMax II internal 1x1x1
Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back in stock)
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable
RiscStation XG card & cable

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard
Sibelius 6

Sibelius 7 Student
Sibelius 7

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available
Sound module serial driver

Other Hardware
Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible)
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech)
PS/2 pipe convenor for older machines
Printers

Rise PC second slice (no PSU)
RISC OS 4 (fitting available)
RiscStation second serial port
Scanners

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7
StrongARM & RISC OS 4
ViewFinder card

Other Software
Abuse

Ankh

CD Bum

Chaos Engine
DataPower 2
Doom+ CDs

Descent CDs

DialUp & Messenger Pro
EaslWriter Pro+

Exodus

FastSpool*
Heroes of Might & Magic 2
Kirsalis Collection Gold CD

OHP2

Oregano CD
Other Worlds CD

Ovation Pro

PC Pro 3

Personal Accounts
Photodesk Olympic
Prophet 3+ Pro
Quake

R-Comp Internet Suite
Repton Compendium
Schema 2

SlteWrlter
Sleuth 3

Sound Plugln
SVG Plugin
Syndicate*
TBA Games CD
TechWrlter Pro+

WebFX3D

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD

32-bit MIDI Sequencer
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We will attempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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If this column could have a headline I

would have called this one "ASP has no

bite" - but it doesn't, so I can't.

As I said a few issues back it is much

easier topredict thefailure ofsomething
than it's success. The number of times I

looked at theconcept fora dotcom and
immediately said"thatwon'twork", and
beenright. Strangely, though, they never
askme. (And whoare"they" anyway?)

Getting awayfrom thesameold
Microsoft thing - except tomention that
thejolly world-domination giant hasput
back thedeadline for enforcing thenew
software subscription modeluntil the
middle of next year.

Ithascometo myattention thatASP is
a concept thatisnowunderstood by most
businesses. Application Software Providers
originally were supposed toprovide
application software overtheInternet to
small and medium sized businesses. In

theory this would reduce costs.
Hut nobody wantedit (1 couldhave

told "them") but it now turns out that
large enterprises seem tolike theidea. This
hasimmediately beenturnedinto"so that
means it will filter down to smaller

businesses". Frankly I doubtit.
What theynowcall ASP isn'twhatit

used tobe- theconcept hasbeen
undergoing re-definition in thehopethat
noonewill notice. What we're getting now
isreally just the installation ofa centralised
server thatprovides application software
to the network of connected machines -

theold thinclient modelrenamed. Usually
the server itself is located in the same

physical location as the network it serves,
it is not off on the Internet somewhere.

An ASP isnotan application
"software" provider, it is justa "server"
provider. Bored now.

www.acornuser.com December 2001
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• Computer Hospital

168 Elliott Street
Tyldesley

Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS
United Kingdom

+44(0)1942 797777
+44(0)1942 797711

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer Ji RiscStation

RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation

Autumn Special Deal

I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

f SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

"The R7500 scries are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mipARM7500FE systemwith64Mbof fast50ns RamMemory,
The only machine with BUILTIN ZIP drive support. Midi support. 3D sound. & sampler,
(including FREEAudioSampling and mixingsoftware), lObaseTportas standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard. High speed serial. High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth ofFREE SOFTWARE

The enhanced R750Q Plus with 50ns 64MB/ I0.2G hard Driv

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 / month

Plus 15" System £649 +VAT £762.58 only £28.24 /month

Plus 17" System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £29.98 /month

Plus 19" System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £32.60 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

SGORCKGR
The R7500 + Scorcher from RiscStation
arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/

ReWriter and media, providing a brilliant
CD mastering platform for home & business.

from£769 + Vat (£903.58)
only £29.52/month
Twindeck base

from £799 + Vat (£938.82)
only E30.67/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

Tel

Fax

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.3()/\veek)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (min. deposit (0%)

Acornf MicroDigital Omega

300Mhz Kinetic RPC Place a £50 deposit and
LatestAcoin StrongARM .seriesmachine

70MB, 10GBHD,52xCD

from £935 + VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB, 30GB HD, 52xCD

£1,199 +VAT (£41.42/month)
(includes internet pack)

RiscStation Portable

Taking pre-orders NOW
for the new portable

New Price to Be

announced

Updated specification to
be announced

get an extra 256Mb free
From£999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz SlrongARM, ATXTower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Above prices </<< not includemonitors please tee
separate price Usi

CD-ROM WRITERS

im RiscStation Palmtop Refurbished Acorn 710

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn or RiscStation 7500 with
a home CD authoring package as round in the

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Hum, Writable

and ReWritable media to gel you started :iml one
powerful)

8x8x32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

Ollly £149+Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

I2xl0x32x Re-Writer

Only £225 +Val (£264.38)
IDE 8x8x32x CDRA/V E100.00 £117.50

IDE 12x10x32xCDRAA/ £199.00 £233.83

SCSI 12x10x32xCDR/W £176.00 £206.80

CD-BURN £49.00 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE 2 £39.00 £45.83

External versions Available
from £399 + Vat (£468.83) £15.32/month

HD tr'm £449 +Vat (£527.57) £l7.24/mtb
50 mipArm7500 systemwith 16Mbmemory.
(HD version & Hard Drive). built in ZIP
drive support. Midi support, 3D sound. &
sampler, lObascT port as standard. RISCOS
4 as standard. High speed serial , High speed
parallel,expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive/CD-ROM etc.

Backup Drives
IDE Zip /1 -SI211 m|uire >/wJnvtr.

Zip 100 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 IDE inc media

Zip 250 parallel ext.

JAZ 2GB SCSI exl.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Orb 2.2 GB Parallel

LSI 20 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pack

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pack

f Rist.Stjtion \lylc turdw.uc Mippun.

£49.00

£79.00

£129.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£57.58

£92.83

£151.58

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233.83

£4.70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

From only .t 143.83 + VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatible.

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB P'll Dalasale

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB P'llel Dalasalo

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llel Pullman

20GB P'llel Dalasalo

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

C125.00

£105.00

£78.00

£138.00

£118.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

£76.37

£146.87

£123.37

£91.65

£162.15

£138.65

£99.87

£170.37

£146.87

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

Bases from iiv9 + VAT

Systems with New 15" Monitor
from £290 + VAT.

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
NewSAupgradeusingSDRAM

Processor card One R04) £399.00 (£468.82)
Trade-Up I (fromSA<tR04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (front R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MB version extra £69.001£81.OS)

RISC OS 4

only £99 inc vat

MP3 CD Player
Plays back

ordinary audio
CDs. CD-R and

MP3CDs (which
can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £67.23 exc. VAT
(£79 inc.)

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min £0.79 £0.93

CDR 80min 10pck £7.65 £8.99

CDR 80min 25 pek £17.01 £19.99

CDR/W CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR/W 10 pack £11.00 £12.93

5.2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52xlDE £34.00 £39.95 40x SCSI £65.00 £76 37

48xlDE £30.00 £35.25 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs
48x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI [(with cable) £115 + VAT
4()x SCSI ll(with cable) £120 + VAT
6x 40x CD Tower (.iid,^™, £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



No More Balls !
Optieal Wheel Mouse RSM330

RS7500/A7000 etc.

only £19.95 inc
(£16.98 +VAT)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optical RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS7500 /A7000 etc.

only £39.95 ine
(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

c^ftie-Free

jpsffiffa

Mouse for RiscStation & A7000/Mica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc

Keyboard forRiscStaiion, RPC/A7000 £29.95Inc.

Trackball Mouse

R7500 / A7000

only £19.95
RPC £38.95 inc

Acorn (RPC A5000 etc.JMouse

Acorn (llox adapter) Mouse

A7000 (*) / Riscslaiion Mouse

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2)

A400/A5000 Ergo Keyboard

A4 replacemenl keyboard

A4000 Keyguard (special needs)

A3000 /A300.400.500 Keyguard

A3 louchpad lor Concept Keybrd

Inc. VAT

£16.98 £19.95

£25.49 £29.95

£10.00 £11.75

£29.78 £34.99

£69.00 £81.08

£49.00 £57.58

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

£25.00 £29.37

Refurbished PCs ine monitor

e.g. P200 only £199.00 ring lor prices.

All in One PC System (like
[Mac) just£399 inc VAT

MONITORS

15" LCD

only £270 +val
(£317.25)

(3 yr warranty)

Ex VAT

£127.00

£270.00

£425.00

Inc VAT

£14922

£317.25

£499.37

£1149.00 £1350.07

AKF52 Multisync 14" lyr RTB

15'LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (3yr on-site)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17*SVGA0.28 (3yron-site)
19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" liyama S500M1

17" liyamo Vision Master 1401

17" liyama Pro 1411

19" liyama Pro 452 (S702JT)

19" liyama SM900MT1

21" liyama Vison Master 505

22" liyama Pro 511

SVGA 14" rolurb 90 doyo wty

AKFI2PAL M'rotuiBOOdayt

AKF52/53 M/syncniluib 90 days

AKF60 SVGA f4" rahnbDOdays

AKF65 M-MmA M'relutDDOflays

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs wty

£95.00

£119.00

£129.00

£199.00

£499.00

£109.00

£144.00

£199.00

£275.00

£199.00

£535.00

£558.00

£45.00

£45.00

£75.00

£49.00

£59.00

£8.50

£111.62

£139.113

B1S1 59

£233.83

£586.33

£128.08

£169.20

£233.83

£323.12

£233.83

£628.62

£655.65

£52.87

£52.87

£88.12

£57.58

£69.33

£9.99

unless specified

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc RISCOS Software

P'llel Mustek 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Perf'n 1200S

Epson Perf'n 1640S

Epson Perf'n Photo

Epson Photo unit

£99.00

£126.81

£212.00

£220.00

£269.00

£85.00

£116.32

£149.00

£249.10

£258.50

£316.07

£99.87

ImageM& Twain also available separately

PRINTERS

kV

Mega-Deal
Lexmark Optra E310

Postscript 2 / PCL5e
emulation (auto)

8 pages / min Typical time
to prim 2 sees in postscript

mode. 600 /1200 dpi
£212 + VAT (£249.10)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

1199.00 £233.83

AI £t025.00 £1204.37

A4 £212.00 £249.10

A4 £50.21 £59.00

A4 £75.75

A4 £102.00

A3 £255.00

A4 £285.00

A4 £249.00

A3 £340.00

A4 £85.00

A4 £170.00

A4 £297.00

£58.72

£29.79

Postscript colour InkjetIrom

Postscript colour Laser liom

Postscript BAV Laser

Canon BJC 2100 colour ()

Canon BJC S400 colour

Canon BJC S450 colour a

Canon BJC S4500 col I

Canon BJC S800 Photo »

Canon BJC 8200 colour f

Epson Stylus 1520 colour

HP 930 inc. RO driver

HP 970 inc RO driver

HP 1220 inc. ROdnver

0 Photo Dnvers tor

Noods Enhanced Drivers

£89.01

£119.85

£299.62

£334.87

£292.57

£399.50

£99.87

£199.75

£348.98

£69.00

£35.00

KiTiirl) dot matrix Printer from £10.0(1 lltC VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

500MB

4.3GB •

10.2GB-

20.1GB*

40.0GB *

60.0GB '

80.0GB •

100 GB "

Ex VAT

£25.00

£38.30

£50.21

£62.98

£69.79

£79.00

£105.00

£130.00

£215.00

Inc VAT

£29.37

£45.00

£59.00

£74.00

£82.00

£92.83

£123.37

£152.75

£252.62

SCSI HARD DRIVES
1,0 Gb £39.00 £45.83

2.0 Gb £69.00 £81.08

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) C85.00 £99.87

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £144.00 £169.20

18.6Gb (10K/ 7200 ipm) £155.00 £182.12

36.4Gb (10K/7200 rpm) £298.00 £350.15

73.4Gb (7200 rpm) £599.00 £703.83

UPS's

500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

Spike protection, RF! filler and
modem protector. Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

Cameras

Special Deals on Factory Refurbished
Cameras e.g. 1.3M pixel for £139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS WTY

Smail Media Compact Flash
32MB 1£17.01 £19 99 32MS £21.27 '.:!•: :o

64MB £29 78

128MB ' £68.08
: '•'. 9 1

£79.99

64MB £31.48 £36 99

128MB £51.06 £60.00

256MB £127.65 £149'..'!

MEMORY

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM EDO/FPM £7.49 £8.80

16MbSIMMEDO/FPM £16.00 £18.80

32Mb SIMMEDO/FPM £25.00 £29.37

64Mb SIMMEDO/FPM £39.00 £45.83

64Mb SIMM RS 50ns £49.00 £57.58

128Mb SIMM from £85.00 £99.87

1Mb VRAM £25.00 £29.37

2Mb VRAM £75.00 £88.12

64MB 133MSDRam £8.47 £9.95

128MB 133MSDRam £12.77 £15.00

256MB 133M SDRam £24.68 £29.00

SEE September Issue lor ;
A3000/A3020 Hard Drives

Accent Midi upgrades
Acorn Legacj Machine Upgrades
Cooling Fans
Floppj Disks and Boxes
Inkjet Refills
Modems & Interne! Software

Network Products

Pheobe <!ases (span frontstor onlj E5.00)
Please ring for Prices

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (for utilities see October issue)

Hardware bargains
Monitors

AKF12PAL /4'ieliirt] 00 flays

AKF52/53Mfeync roturb 90days

AKFCOSVGA 14• relurb90<!,iys

AKF65 U-Uertt /4'rofurtj90<tays

SVGA 14' rolurb 90 days wty

SVGA 15" relurb 90 days wty

SVGA 17' refuib 90 days wty

SVGA 20' t g.Scrvrclutb 90 days

SVGA 21' rolurb 90 days wty

Ex VAT

£45.00

£75.00

£49.00

£59.00

£45.00

£55.00

£81.00

£149.00

£170.00

Inc VAT

£52.87

£88.12

£57.58

£69.33

£52.87

£64.62

£95.17

£175.08

£199.75

Drives (Hard &CD) Ex VAT Inc VAT

SCSI 4x6x autostacker (new) £115.00 £135.13

SCSI 1MB Jaz int. with media £99.00 £116.32

IDE 1MB Syquost int. &media £99.00 £116.32

IDE230 Syquesl inl. &media £99.00 £116.32
SCSI 44M Syquest int. & media £99.00 £116.32

Hardware Bargains

A3000 2Mb HD Systems »

A3020 2Mb HD Systems I

A4000 2Mb bases from «

A5000 4Mb bases from n

A310 MOO Floppy drives II

A3000 / A400/1 Floppy drive »

A30X0 keyboards II

A3000 PSU's «

A30X0 analogue / user card »

A30X0 IDE / user port cards

A30X0 Castle IDE cards

A3000 Dual Podule expan. I

A4000 Motherboards (new)

Scanlight 256 hand scanners »

RiscPC 486sx33 PC cards »

RiscPC 486DX100 PC card »

RiscPC 586DX100 PC card

P'll Joystick Controller.

BBC Printer cables

BBC master PSU

* all 2nd user items 90 days Wty

exc VAT

£85.00

£85.00

£100.00

£170.00

£12.00

£12.00

£20.00

£20.00

£15.00

£40.00

£35.00

£30.00

£39.00

£30.00

£25.00

£70.00

£99.00

£20.00

£4.00

£10.00

inc VAT

£99.87

£99.87

£117.50

£199.75

£14.10

£14.10

£23.50

£23.50

£17.62

£47.00

£41.12

£35.25

£45.83

£35.25

£29.37

£82.25

£116.32

£23.50

£4.70

£11.75

Acorn Software Bin
(James ("; t!5.()() or less (incv.it)

Boxing Manager

E-lype designer

Jahangir Khan Squash

Quest (or GOLD

Games <o> I!10.00 or less (inc val)

Ankh

Crystal Maze (CD) (Riscos / PC)

FIRE and ICE

Ground Hog

Galactic Dan

HERO QUEST

Saloon CarsPacmania

Trivial Pusuit

Wavelength

World Class Leaderboard (GOLF)

Zool (HD)

Games (P> £15.00 or less (inc val)

Birds ol War

Break 147 & Superpool

E-Type II (RPC)

Heimdall

High RISC racing

Rick Dangerous

Speedball

Small (RPC) or Archimedes

Virtual Goll

Abuse (CD)

Chaos Engine

Descent (CD)

Doom* Trilogy (CD)

Driller

Heroes ol Might and Magic II (CD)

Hexen, Heritic Triple Pack (3 CD's)

Quake Resurection Pack (3 CD's)

Syndicate +

E5.00

£5.00

£10.00

£9.99

£10.00

CI 0.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£15.00

£30.00

£23.00

£28.00

£21.00

Acorn Software Bin
Education all Discounted titles (inc val)

10 out ol 10 all 18 titles £69.00

10 out of to any title £7.99

Ancient Lands (Microsott) CD £40.00

Breakaway Malhs (CD) £10.00

Bodywise £40.00

IBrowse Site Licence £159.00

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Primary £10.00

Electricity & Magnetism (CD) Secondary £10.00

Elements (CD) Science S Nature £10.00

Elements (CD) Teaching Science £10.00

Elemonls II £14.95

En Mnrcha (with Microphone) (CD) £25.00

En Marcha (CD) £10.00

Explorer £49.00

Exploring Maps (CD) £10.00

Fun school 3 5-7 year olds £14,95

Fun school 4 5-7 year olds £14.95

Growing up Together 1 & 2 (CD) £14 95

Growing up Together 1 (CD) £10.00

Growing up Together 2 (CD) £10.00

L'onsouleiado Graded tests Level 1 £10.00

Kudlian Primary Software CD (site)

James Pond Underware Agont (Water)

£69.00

£20.00

£10.00Materials (CD)

Malhs Frames (CD) £ 10.00

Max and the Machines (CD) £10.00

Maximania (CD £10.00

My Worid 2 +2 £49.00

£10.00My World Support Disc Ancient Egypt

My World Support Disc Ancionl Groeco £10.00

My World Support Disc - Mo £20.00

My World Support Disc - Maths £20.00

My World Support Disc - Christmas £10.00

Naughty Stories Tina's Terrible Trumpet £9.00

Nuclides II £14.95

Nuclides II and Elements II (savo eg 00) £25.00

Pages (Talking) (CD) £10.00

£10.00Practise Science lor national tests (CD

Acorn Software Bin
I-.11iii-:iiiiin all Discounted titles

Report Writer

Secondary Science Triple pack (CD)

Sellardore Tales

Spelling Book

TOPCAT (Sile Licence)

Tots TV (RiscOS.PC, MAC) (CD)

Type Tulor

Water (CD) Science & Nature

Worksheets for 10/10

World War II -Global Conflict

Resource Titles

550 RISCOS outline fonts

Arm Tech ClipArt (various per pack)

Artworks Clipart 2

Datafile PD 1 (CD)

Datafile PD 2 (CD)

Datafilo PD~4 (CD)
Datafile PD 5 (CD)

Robert Duncan Cartoon kit (CD)

TopicArt (CD)

(inc vat)

£49.00

£20.00

£25.00

£300.00

(inc vat)

£5.00

£7 00

£ 15 00

£5.00

£26.00

£5.00

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAILor PHONB:Cheques or P.O.sshould be
made payable to 'CIA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address,lei. no. cardno.expirydate,issueno.
BY EMAIL: salcs@ctadlrectco.uk

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. .v; packaein^ charged al i
Small items (under 2Kg) no more llian £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.5(1 + vat
Computer systems £13 + val
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.
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Flyin the

raphics fla
Cerilica have launched another

graphics application. They lead the
field with Vantage, their powerful
Vector drawing program and
RiScript, the PostScript and PDF
processor. Their new program is
much smaller but I'm sure it will

find its way onto many of your
harddrives. Insignia is the latest way
to produce easy, but very effective
effects with text. Flare effects, half
tones and transparencies will be
simple and the resultant logo or
word picture can be loaded into
Vantage for further treatment.

We expect Insignia will be
launched at the RISC OS 2001 Show

which will have come and gone by
the time you read this — so expect
more comments about the program
in the near future in Acorn User.

Insignia will cost about £39 from
Cerilica

All Vantage users should have
received a welcome e-mail package
by now. Cerilica have not only
produced a version with bugs
deleted but have also found time to

add a number of new features

including simulation of metallic inks
or foils effects. This goes beyond
what Cerilica originally promised

(the first release after version 1.00
was intended to be purely bug fixes)
so that's good news indeed.

Vantage owners should have
received their free copy of version
1.01 before its release at RISC OS
2001.

There are two major Vector
graphics applications for RISCOS.
Vantage, from Cerilica and ArtWorks
from Computer Concepts but now
sold and maintained by Martin
Wuerthner. So the two camps ought
to be bitter rivals?

Yet another release from Cerilica

is a program and an add-on program
for ArtWorks that allows users to

easily transfer their files to a form
that can be input into Vantage. The
utility is written by Martin
Wuerthner. That's co-operation.

BatchEPS consists of an Art Works

applet and a stand-alone program.
To use you simply drag a directory
including ArtWorks files and the files
will be converted into the ArtWorks
flavour of EPS which can be loaded

into Vantage. The process is simple
and very quick; and another step to
making RISCOS applications ever
more useful.

As Cerilica's marketing director

has said: you need to be able to use
the applications that work best for
you and transfer your files between
applications to produce the effects
you want. It's the RISC OS
philosophy and BatchEPS at £19.50 is
the latest part of that philosophy.

Our final comment about Cerilica

this month (we won't mention the
special EFF Font CD offer for Vantage
users because they'll already know
all about it) is their release of a third
tutorial on their Web site. The first

two tutorials are on the software CD

and the new tutorial should be

copied on top of the first two, after
you've copied them onto your
harddrive of course.

Some people have encountered an
error because a file was protected but
this can easily be changed to
unprotected in the filer. Cerilica
intend to release a tutorial every
month onto their Web site and Acorn

Userhope to complement those
tutorials with guidance of our own.
The tutorials are available from:

www.cerilica.com/vaniage/tutorials/

Cerilica Limited, PO Box 40, Ross-on-
Wye, HR9 7WH. Tel: 0870 2411731. E-
mail: cerilica@cerilica.com

XML all over again
If our look at XML (AcornUser November 2001) left you
wanting to explore this language (set of rules?) you might
want to take a look at some work done by Andy Jackson.
He has ported the Expat Utilities and Sablotron XSLT
processor to RISC OS. He says he was inspired by Justin
Fletcher's ports of XML programs to release some of his
own work.

The distribution is at: http://anjackson.org/poot/riscos/
xmlutils/ and there is documentation available on the site
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that includes examples of how Andy Jackson uses XSLT to
ensure a common page-style throughout his Web site.

Meanwhile Justin Fletcher's work with XML can be
downloaded from: http://homepage.ntivvorld.com/justiii.flefcher/
XML/

XML is to be used to document RISC OS 4, and certain
other important companies have been expressing an
interest following the article, so perhaps it's worth looking
to see what it's all about.



news

Up your
family tree

It's some time now since APDL

launched Ancestor* and, although it
has never reached the requirements
outlined by Graham Crow in 1998,
it has been a good basic program
for production and exchange of
family tree data.

APDL have now announced a

new version of the program for
release at RISC OS 2001 and this is

being advertised as a major
upgrade. Among other
improvements will be a full

M21144

scrolling view of all or part of the
tree and which can be saved as a

Drawfile.

Critically the view is dynamic
and individuals in the tree can be

dragged about and interchanged to
alter the order of children and

spouses and the links automatically
re-drawn.

It's with this dynamic facility
that such programs succeed or fail
as it is easy to make a mess of the
whole tree unless the program is

clever enough to trap impossible
changes. We will be taking a close
look at the new version of Ancestor*

and we'll be putting it through its
paces.

The upgrade is being advertised
as costing £20 (with the old
Ancestor* discs) at the show but
prices and availability after the
show have not yet been released.

APDL should be releasing details
of the program on their site
www.apdl.co.uk

The first enigma
Last month we promised you a picture of the
Enigma machine. Sorry. At the very last minute
we had too much (!) news and in our re
organisation of the pages the picture was lost.
Td make up for your disappointment we're
including the picture in this issue.

For readers who missed the last issue the

picture is taken from Paul Reuver's program
which produces simulations of various Enigma
machines. The picture is of a naval M3 machine
and the program is available from
www.xat.ni/enigma

www.acornuser.com December 2001
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Short stuff
That's what I've got for Rosemary Miskin.
If you read my Graphics column you'll see
that I mention a problem with the
DrawLots program. It's only a small
problem and it would probably only effect
very few users.

Actually the tense of that last sentence
is wrong. It wasa small problem. I
mentioned it to Rosemary and received an
updated version of the program within a
couple of days. Problem solved and a
couple of lessons confirmed for us all. If
you notice a problem tell the author
(nicely). And make sure that author knows
that you appreciate their good work.

The new version is available from

Rosemary's web-site:
www.argonet.co.uk/users/miskin

More friends of RISC OS
Southampton Acorn Users Group have
announced that they will be meeting on
the following dates:

December 10, January 14, February 18,
March 11,April 8, May 13, June 10, July 8.

Their latest meeting was at Itchen
College, Middle Road, Southampton at
7pm and admission is free. You will be
able to check details of their future

meetings by e-mailing:
davehigton@freenet.co.uk or ringing him on
023 8022 2312.

Bot? Which bot?
Artex Software are obviously concerned
that we might forget all about them. Of
course we're all waiting for the game TEK
and those wonderful people are concerned
that we might get bored in the meantime
(some chance). Just in case they've
released the full version of Bot Killer 2 as

freeware.

As someone who hasn't even

completed the demo version (sad isn't it?)
I'm not the best person to comment on
how good the game is — so download it
and find out for yourself.

The full version of Botkiller 2 is

available from: www.artexsoft.com and the

level editor is also included (just in case
the full game isn't enough), so you can
design your own puzzles.

Even more puzzling
Think Puzzle. Think Lizards. Think Repton.
Repton, in one form or another, has been
with us for 16 years and now there's a new
version — Desktop Repton 3, that can be
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played entirely within the desktop —
available on a CD collection together with
Repton 3, The Life of Repton, Repton
Around the World in 40 Screens and

Repton Thru (sorry!) Time. For the first
time there's also a multi-tasking level
editor.

The Repton CD is available for £14.90
from APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road,
Sydenham, London SE26 5RN — 020 8778
2659; e-mail: sales@apdl.co.uk

Design, design, design
Graphics designers out there could be in
for a busy time. MyRISCOS have been
looking for contributions for a site logo
and VOTI are looking for designers and
musicians to enhance their games. Now
riscos.org.uk have announced a competition
for a logo for their revamped Web site.

The competition is being hosted by The
Icon Bar Web site, where entries in vector

graphics format will be displayed, and
Castle Technology have donated a copy of
Oregano for the winning designer. Entries
have to be in by the end of November and
voting will then commence for a further
two weeks.

Entries by e-mail to: roucomp@
iconbar.com, or by (non-returnable) disk: c/o
Melotech, 1 Glossop Grove, Woodhouse,
Leeds, West Yorkshire LS6 2LH

Mixed up people
We normally get a rash of notices for the
July edition saying closed for Summer
ITolidays between x and y. Perhaps you
can notice the jealousy as we post the
following:

The ReallyGood Software Company
(01582 761395) will be closed for their
Spring Holiday (!) between 12th
November and 12th December. If you
want to be really evil to these people you
could pester them for your Christmas
purchases as soon as they re-open after
their trip down-under. Their 24-hour jet-
lag may make this inadvisable so to be
sure of your presents you may wish to
contact them before they leave.

Brain alive
Tiles and Solitaire are two educational

games from Brain Games that we've
mentioned before. They're available in
demonstration versions from a Web site

but the address has recently changed to:
www.maceng.karoo.net/BG/

In brief

RISC OS 4+

As we foretold some months

ago the new operating system
is being released for 'standard'
Acorn machines before being
tested on olher machines such

as RiscStations.

Some months ago we said
that, although there was no
reason to suppose that even
the first version of RISC OS 4+

wouldn't work on RiscStations,

it hadn't yet been tested on
them. It looks likely that the
installation program that
makes installing RISC OS 4+
easy, will have to be modified
slightly to take into account
the special features of the
Riscstation .'Boot directories.

We'll be pressing RISC OS
Ltd for more information at

the RISC OS 2001 Show so

expect more news on this
subject next month.

Just Windows
No, not that Windows!
Windows, with a lower case w
when it doesn't start a

sentence, are the areas within
which we draw, write and
manipulate objects when we're
working with the computer
desktop.

Some programs ignore the
desktop and take over the
whole screen. Some people
find that very annoying. David
Ruck has released a program
that provides graphical
taskwindows allowing many
such programs to run in a
window and multitask

alongside other programs.
They won't take over the
whole desktop any longer.

The program is called
CraphTask and the latest
version is available free from

www.armclub.org.uk/free
Although they are not new

there is a range of other
programs in the same area that
are worth looking at and that
seem to have been hidden

away for years. One of them,
Workspace, now has a
permanent place on my icon
bar.

Continued...



m RISC 0S4 Now £ 109+ £5 P&P = £114 M

'ViewFinder' RiscPC

Hi Res graphics card
Some of the extra Modes :-True colour (24/32-bit)

1600 x 1200,. 62/81 Hz 1440 x 1080, 75/96Hz

High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
2032 x 1536, 68Hz 1920 x 1440, 75Hz

1600 x 1200, 88Hz 1280 x 1024, 107Hz

ViewFinder offers more than just higher desktop resolutions and
higher refreshrates; there is hardware acceleration of a number of
graphics operations, normally performed in software by RISC OS.
Simple to fit. More info at: http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/viewfinder/

£195 inC VAT and UK delivery

ViewFinder + 17" Pro410 £465

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £595
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £845

PRINTERS inc Acorn Drivers
HP 930C 600dpi 9ppm £ 130
HP 959C 600dpi 11 ppm £ 180
HP 970CXI 600dpi 12ppm £220
HP 1220C A3 600dpi 11 ppm 250gsm £400
Canon BJC2100 £100

Canon S450 inc. Photoreal Drivers £200

Canon S4500 A3 inc Photoreal Drivers £375

Canon BJC5500 A2 colour £580

Canon BJC7000 (Ex Demo) phone for details

Samsung Laser 600dpi 8ppm £240
HP Laserjet 1200 8MB 14ppm PCL&PS2£375
QMS 18L 1200dpi 18ppm PS2 not RISC OS compat £200
QMS Colour Laser Postscript 3 £ 1560

Ex demo items are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Zerilink Cables

2m £11

3m£12

Fast parallel
networking

Zerilink SW £2 if

purchased with a cable

Pocket Reader

OCR Pen

£62t

Iiyama 22" Pro 510 0.25mm £660 £100 OFF!
A7000+ Odyssey Surf Inc. 40MB £550 £150 OFF!

Ovation Pro with Impression file loader £150
Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £120t Special offer!

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510 Limited Quantity!
Yamaha SCSI CD ReWriter 8824 with Acorn s/w£200

20GB IDE Hard Disc £120

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables & S/W£185
Econet starter kit unused £50 New Econet modules 10 for £20!

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175

RiscPC PSUs

from £65

RARE Find!

PRM Vol5

Programmers
Reference Manual

Volume 5 (not 5a)
£20 + £5 post

Also Style Guide
£10+ £2 post

RAM A7000/+ 32MB £50, RiscPC/A7000 64MB £70 & 128MB £130

S/H StrongARMs
from £120

LCDs 15"£350 17"£730

Two input 15" LCD £380
CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery

Refurbished hi-spec monitors

17" £110"}" +£iop&p

21"£240f +£2op&p
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

Offers from 4D

HP LaSerS (Refurbished)

HP4 tray fed 600dpi 8ppm
£140f + £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£160f + £ IOp&p

S/H A7000 12MB from £80t

S/H 10base2 or T Access podules £75f
S/H A7000 Motherboards from £50t

These are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Case Slices

1-2 inc B/P £95

l-3incB/P&PSu£265

2-3 from £160
SSlotBackplanes £100

S/H RiscPCs from £200;
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £2001
StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480-;

A7000+ RO 3.7, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £120
AKF60 (£50f with .system) £60f

Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

Special Kinetic
upgrade Offers

Please phone for details or see:
http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/kinetic/

& 6

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders WelcomE E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEV60f Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk



Stuart Tymll Developments

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

C!W-"

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use ot a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

We are able to supply a range
of custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 750 /128MB / 20GB /

DVD/ modem / speakers /
keyboard / mouse £499 inc

Duron 900 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD I Geforce2MX graphics /
periphs as above £649 inc

Athlon 1200 / 256MB / 40GB /

DVD / CD-rewriter / Gf2MX /

periphs as above £799 inc

V Standard mouse
A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted

for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology. \

Only £19.95

rv.L.i.-' • -••

\MSWh*ppor&aa

3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

II W
o ££

PS2MouseMmi allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

•R

I • i
w

^v

Your

Monitor

C3Q

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini

interface
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Your RISCPC

Here!

BURN BABY BUR k

SPECIAL OFFERS ON CD re-writers and interfaces

7
32x12x10 BURN PROOF IDE CDRW drive, inc
fittings, 2-way cable, CDBurn software

Only £175.00

As above with SIMTEC IDE interface for faster

sustained writing speeds Only £225.00

SIMTEC IDE interface alone

PARAFS is a parallel port networking system for machines fitted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4 /
A7000 / RiscStation / Mico / Omega / RiscPC)

It is implemented as a filing system and so provides transparent
file sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the
remote machine appear as if they are local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above 100K/sec,
making it an ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-find red transfer cable. £22.95 software only.

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

HrTr.lfffflll-n'HI-HMM.I.I

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Only £55.00

T-S~

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

H^H

All prices include VAT and P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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rcl@rcomp.co.nh

•All products are compatible with StrongARM and RISC OS 4

Please note - R-Comp prices now include VAT

Web Authoring Internet Utilities
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . .£110 R-Comp Internet Suite £69
Next-generation Web authoring tools forRISC OS Firstclass softwareto get you online!
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all your Web authoring Consists of DialUp, MessengerPro 2 &WebsterXL (described
needs, whether largeor small. Available eitheras a complete below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for £115.
suite or piece bypiece as a series of components:

Messenger Pro 2 £37
HTMLEdit 4+ £53 Comprehensive emailand news reader software
Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features • Easyto set up and use, yetextremely powerful
WATCH OUT FOR HTMLEDIT 5 SOON! • Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode

• Offline and Network (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30 WebsterXL £30

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned towork with HTMLEdit Browser with support foradvancedWeb technologies
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit.... £30 • Supports frames, tables, JavaScript and 128-bit SSL etc.
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc. • Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/pastefacilities
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15 DialUp £23

Internet connection utility; supports multiple ISPaccounts
Also Available: NB. £18 toMessenger Pro owners, or £12 if you own WXL
SiteMaster 2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and Also Available:
uploading whole orpartial web sites. SiteSeer £25

Web site grabbing utility for offline viewing

Utilities Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
The leading RISC OS Email system is noweasier to use, yet

EasyClip 2 £25 packs in many newfeatures including message deferring,
Graphical resourcemanagement system improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links forwhen you goonline
Store and manage your clip-art andphotograph collections with and much more. Includes a new 48 page printed manual,
great ease Contact us for upgrade pricesandmore information . . £37

Server version for home networks due soon!

i£2 ;('j'Hi1 Mi^fiilfcftUM^,[^vK Ifrti'lfrf-'iflH'11 i£M!tiltt$;fc&!*£J-*TilW&'&tiUl* ilv'tffSr^l'ifl '̂in/ '̂fli'fY

Network Printing/Shared Internet Games
Print-server Box inc Software £155

2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access upto three traditional printers via a network
Others Available - ring for details.

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes sitelicence)
Print to network-enabled printers and print server boxes

Music
Anthem £70

TheRISC OS MIDI Sequencer, with extensive features.
Ring fordetails- we can advise in most sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

Parallel Port MIDI Interface ...... .£95 ArteX
ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45 Ankh £10-00
Listen to MIDI music withoutexpensive hardware! Exodus . . . .£20-00

Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00

Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £22-00

Quake £23-00

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate+ £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Watch this Space!



graphics

Draw lots in Spokane
I am sure you have all seen the

new RISC OS 4+ switcher icon by
now. The RISC OS 4 cube has

gone and been replaced with an
eight-spoke cog. The Acorn green
has returned though and the design
has received a positive response. For
various reasons I have been looking
at duplicating aspects of the design
and, although 1finally tackled the
project another way, my first
thoughts were to use Rosemary
Miskin's DrawLots program.

Now I've mentioned DrawLots

before but it's worth looking at the
application again because there's so
much included in this little (free)
program.

To produce my cog 1located the
correct tool within the 'curved' set of

options in DrawLots and looked at
the preview option. There were too
many teeth in the cog and they were
in the wrong proportion; the spokes
were either too long or too short
compared with the overall diameter.

The cog option allows the inner
and outer diameter of the cog to be
changed as well as the number of
teeth. 1set the latter to eight and
varied the inner and outer values

until the preview image looked
about right at about 2.6:4.

My measurements were in
centimetres but I could have chosen

inches and obviously that wouldn't
have changes the proportions, just
the overall size of the object. For all

the shapes that it produces DrawLots
gives options to switch the units of
length and vary the line width and
the style of fill (or not). What casual
users of the program may have
missed is the range of options and
information that is available for each

specific shape — more of which later.
The cog that DrawLots produced

was wrong. Instead of standing on
an individual tooth the DrawLots cog
rested evenly on two teeth and the
drawing needed to be turned
through (360 divided by 16) degrees.

Of course I could do this

calculation in my head (and 'turn a
Logo tortoise through 45 degrees to
get an octagon' is imprinted in this
IT teacher's brain) but judicious use
of SciCalc confirmed this to be 22.5

degrees.
I could have turned the cog in

Draw or whatever other package 1
used thereafter but, because of other
changes that I intended to use, I
saved the cog directly into
DrawRotate, another of Rosemary's
programs. Although DrawRoiate is
generally used to arrange multiple
copies of a shape it can be set to one
copy rotated through, in this
instance, 22.5 degrees and the rotated
version saved directly into Draio, or
any other vector graphics program,
for further processing.

So much for my project which
actually developed into something
far more complex. For now I want to

look at some of

the other options
in DrawLots.

There are four

sections: curved,
four-sided,
triangles and
other. In addition

to cogs the
curved section

also includes arcs,
sectors, segments,
ring segments,
curved polygons,
spirals and two
flower options.
Each section

includes nine or
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ten shapes.
What many users may have

missed is the additional information

that is displayed for all the four-
sided and triangles options. These
are of particular interest to anyone
producing illustrations that need to
be accurate yet produced at speed.
Maths and science teachers spring to
mind but I'm sure there are any
others.

The options in the four-sided
section include two parallelograms,
two trapezia and two kites. The
duplication is to allow for the ways
you can produce the shape, for
example one parallelogram is
produced by setting the base length,
height and angle while the other
requires the length of the side
instead of the height. Whichever
option you choose an information
box gives the length of each of the
four sides and the size of each of the

four angles.
The information box is also

present when producing triangles
where Rosemary has given the user
nine ways of defining a triangle
although there is, at present, a
problem with IsosTri — producing an
isosceles triangle using base and
height lengths.

If you want to delve you can
change any of the defaults by
amending the details in a text file
and, the sign that confirms a good
program, Rosemary is always willing
to listen to ideas and add new

options.
If you haven't used Rosemary's

software before then you should
have a look at www.argonet.co.uk/users/
miskin/ for these and other excellent

programs. RiscStation users already
have the DrawLois and DrawRotate

programs on their Resources Disc at
CDFS::RSGD102.$.!SETUP.RES0URCES.EXTRA
S.Utilities+.Graphical.Draw but there are
additional programs available on
Rosemary's site.

Contacting AU J
gnipliics@acomiiser.coin

John Cartmell J
www.acornuser.com December 2001
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Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to.be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS 1
Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheart of theRISC OS market. Themagazine articles combine useful
information withsoftware resources that canbe launched with a simple click on
a link.Every issue ispacked witha wide rangeof substantial and authoritative
features from respected writers, alongwith a comprehensive and fully integrated
database of currentRISC OS products, developers and usergroups. Altogether,
it'sarguably themostinnovative and highqualityCDmagazine onanyplatform.

provide?
Byjoining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

that allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
2. Access to interim updates via a private Web site.

3. The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site.
Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if
you own several computers. However. RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.

RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription: £1 79
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!): £ 109

Select subscription only: £ I OS
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only: £99
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for siteswith more than ten machines)

All prices above include VAT.

Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"The interface isvery friendly andbetter
than my perception of what a CD-based

magazine wouldbe like!"—Andrew Weston
"The whole CD isa joy, and something our

platformcanbeproud of."—Geoff Steeper
"The Foundation CDhas contradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beable to reada CDmagazine happily.
It's very nicely laidout."—FredBambrough

"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
good andhas masses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep uptheexcellent work! (And what I REALLY appreciate issomeone who
can write, spell, talksense, and knows hisits-es and it's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit our sampler edition, FoundationRISC User Online, at
http://foundation.riscos.com/fru.him

FOUNDATION

|R/scHS3Bl

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35*15
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membership also includes
regular email newsletters

and specialoffers

IRISCM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326

os.com

fcos.com



Grasping the Nettle
A useful spin-off from the rise in

popularity of Linux and other
Unix-like operating systems with
present and former RISC OS

programmers has been the enthusiasm
for porting well-known and often well-
loved Unixprograms for use in the RISC
OS environment.

These Unix programs are
predominantly Internet-related such as
BitchX, a widely used and heavily
modified (IRC) chat client with colour
support; ncftpl which is a versatile FTP
file transfer client, and the easy-to-use
nano text editor. These all require the use
of an ANSI terminal emulator program
for input and display in full colour and
form.

With the aim to become the definitive

terminal emulator and telnet client for

RISCOS with just such uses in mind,
Nettle is being developed by four of the
"names" of RISC OS open-source
programming. Development was started
by Alex Macfarlane Smith, later joined
by Ian Jaffray, Joseph Heenan and Peter
Naulls, pedigree programmers all.

Nettle currently supports vtlOO, vt!02,
vt220 and xterm terminal emulation

with planned future support for other
common terminal standards. Using the
fonts supplied with the popular Zap
editor, Nettle can colourfully and
accurately display the ANSI screens of
Arcade BBS, which is accessible via telnet
protocol to arcade.demon.co.uk every
evening and all weekend.

Peter Naulls has also been working
on a RISC OS port of the well-known
Lynx text-only Unix Web browser, which
he has recently released to complement

Nettle. Lynx only displays the body text
and text hyperlink portion of Web pages

and is therefore

much faster in

operation, and
immune to many
Web site

designers'
indulgence in
flashy style to
content's

detriment.

J a

•rained by Fresco

Via Nettle's

"ANSI task"

window mode,

Lynx uses colour
sparingly but
intelligently to
highlight
hyperlinks and
separate content from navigation. It's
instructive to compare the graphical

browser

representation
of a page with
the text

version offered

by Lynx, and
happily this
example page
from the

Arcade BBS Web

site acquits itself
well in

compatibility.
Not nearly as

successful at

compatibility are
pages from a graphically intensive site
such as this comet.co.uk front page. You

can download Lynx
and a number of

other Unix ports from
Peter Naulls' Web site

at www.chocky.org/unix/
You'll probably need
to increase the RISC

OS Task Manager
"Next" Application
tasks slot to about

1.5Mb before Lynx
will run via the Nettle

terminal.

Nettle can be

downloaded from

http^/nettle.
sourceforge.net/

Looking with Lynx

rr.n'^r.' 1 ? ST "fflWiTS

Buy nothing nlnil

NeMeMZO (arcade.demon.co.uk.23)

/7ayx/7ayn/7ayV7ay77a^V7aYx
V w W YY ft YY Y

JJISI + Asteroid's nystery 'blue ponds' + Filling in nissing Britain + '
- _ Neu nessages

CZDip through neu nessages [A] Adjust nessage pointer
CS] Scan for public nessages to DauiD Dade

Read, Reply and Hrite public

[Alead nessages
[»] Conference utilities

CPlriuate Hail ♦ neu nessage dounload
QJlpload nessages

.Private
rJHnail

DTJain nenu
CH3elp - (Then press option key)

Public Messaging
Message area No.
Flbout Rrcade
Node f idonetl»2:2

CHDrite a nessage

CDlounload neu public nessages

CFJile Area nenu

Coanands: zas ru* pdu e

Nettle telnet* to Arcade BBS

In brief

Keep it simple
SimpWeb started as a
programming exercise but is a
useful utility for conversion of text
files into simple HTML format
either as stand-alone HTML pages
or segments for cut-and-pasting.

Program options also allow
absolute text size to be set, sub-
beadings to be emphasised, and
conversion to unordered bulleted

list format.

SimpWeb
www.greywall.demon.co.uk/

riscos/soft.html

Goonhilly on the roof
If you can still remember that old
flickery TV demo of Telstar, the
first communications satellite link,

you'll be amazed at the latest
technology from Beam™ that
provides a two-way always-on
broadband Internet connection

from a dish to an Internet satellite

35,800km above the Equator.
Installation for a single user

offering up to 400Kbpsdownlink
and 128Kbpsuplink, costs about
£150 with a monthly fee of £149
and a hefty hardware price of
£500 all exc. VAT; actual prices
are set by the installer.

Beam Broadband

www.broadband4uk.com

Tel: 0845 0800452

Site Seeing
Web_Cen by Dave Stratford is an
HTML composition tool that
makes a Web site from a directory
of TIFF, JPEG, GIF, BMPor Sprite
images. Web_Gen offers three
styles of site; a page of
thumbnails, a thumbnail page
linked to full-size images with
forward / backward navigation
and optional captions, or a single
javascripted page with thumbnail
roll-overs that pop open their full-
sized images beside them.

Page title, heading text, author,
page date and image sizes can all
be set from the settings window.

Web_Gen

www.argonet.co.uk/

users/daves/software

Contacting me j
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com December 2001
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Choose your
Currently there are three and a

half companies building RISC
OS computers with a wide
range of options and prices.

There are the big three Castle
Technology, RiscStation and
MicroDigital, with the "half" being
APDL. The reason for referring to
him as a half is that the boards are

being supplied by MicroDigital while
APDL is supplying many of the
major components (like hard drives)
in order to keep the overall price as
low as possible.

The information supply is what
the companies themselves are
promoting as their main products.
Things can change and often do,
semiconductor prices come down or
hard drive prices go up, certain sizes
of hard disc may become unavailable
— currently it is hard to buy a hard
disc of less than 4.2Gb.

All of these machines use RISC

OS, most come with RISC OS 4, some
with 3.7 although that is intended
mainly for schools who like to keep
their systems standard.

All the machines come with pre
loaded software sometimes this is

given explicitly but, if in doubt,
contact the company concerned and
they will be happy to let you know
what they supply as standard. Every
machine comes with serial and

parallel ports, keyboard and mouse
but monitors will be extra unless

specified. All the machines have a
1.6Mb floppy drive although
RiscStation do have options on that.

Finally we are not comparing
machine speeds here just looking at
the different types. So without
further preamble let us take a look at
what the players have to offer.

Castle Technology
With the biggest range of specific
machines Castle produce the
machines with the fastest processor
(the Kinetic series) and all the Acorn-
badged machines. For sound all of
these machines have CD-quality 16-
bit 44.1KHz stereo digital sound

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

system with a mixer for second
internal audio source (for example
the CD ROM) and an internal
speaker. Sound output is through a
3.5mm stereo jack socket.

The Kinetic range
The following features are found on
all the Kinetic range of computer
systems.
OS: RISC OS 4

Colours: Up to 16 million colours
Resolution: 1600 x 600 (more with

optional Viewfinder
graphics card)

Network: Optional upgrade,
10baseT/10base2"nic"

style network card
Expansion: Optional upgrade, up to

16 standard Acorn-style
"podules", seven free
5.25in drive slots and

seven free 3.5in slots.

Software: Oregano Web browser,
Easiwriter word

processor (compatible
with Word), Resultz
spreadsheet (compatible
with Excel) and more

KINETIC300

Christmas 2001 Special
Processor: Kinetic StrongARM
Speed: 300Mhz
Fast SDRAM: 64Mb

VRAM: 2Mb

Hard drive: 30Gb

CD ROM drive: 52X speed Sony
Price inc VAT: £1199

CDwriter KINETIC System
(includes 17" Iiyama monitor)
Processor: Kinetic StrongARM
Speed: 233Mhz
Fast SDRAM: 64Mb

VRAM: 2Mb

Hard drive: 30Gb

CD ROM drive: CD ReWriter

Plus: Free 17" liyama
monitor

Price inc VAT: £1499

KINETIC Internet Rise PC

Processor: Kinetic StrongARM

Speed: 233Mhz
Fast SDRAM: 128Mb

VRAM: 2Mb

Hard drive capacity: 30Gb
CD ROM drive: 52 speed Sony
Plus: Free Internet pack

56k modem

Price inc VAT: £1408.82

DVD KINETIC Rise PC

Processor: Kinetic StrongARM
Speed: 233Mhz
Fast SDRAM: 64 Mb

VRAM: 2Mb

Hard drive: 10Gb

CD ROM drive: Sony DVD
Price inc VAT: £1173

Ek KINETIC Rise PC

Processor: Kinetic StrongARM
Speed: 233Mhz
Fast SDRAM: 32 Mb

VRAM: 2Mb

Hard drive: 10Gb

CD ROM drive: 52 speed Sony
Price inc VAT: £1099

Acorn Rise PC systems
These systems are based on the final
Acorn designs although there have
been some modifications to the

motherboards to remove some

problems and introduce improved
features. All these systems have:
OS: RISC OS 4 (RISC OS 3.7

option)
Colours: Up to 16 million colours
Resolution: 1600 x 600 (more with

optional Viewfinder
graphics card)

Network: Optional upgrade,
10baseT/10base2"nic"
style network card

Expansion: Optional upgrade, Up to
16 standard Acorn-style
"podules", seven free
5.25in drive slots and

seven free 3.5in. Bottom

two slots are 32-bit EASE

Software: Oregano Web browser,
Easiwriter word

processor (compatible
with Word), Resultz



Choices & options

weapon
We summarise the

computers that you
can buy from the
current RISC OS

dealer network

spreadsheet (compatible
with Excel) and more
supplied.

Acorn StrongARM CD
Processor: StrongARM
Speed:
Memory:
VRAM:

Hard drive:

233Mhz

32 Mb

2Mb

8Gb

CD ROM drive: 52 speed Sony
Price inc VAT: £1032

Acorn StrongARM HD
Processor: StrongARM
Speed: 233Mhz
Memory: 16 Mb
VRAM: None

Hard drive: 4Gb

CD ROM drive: None

Price inc VAT: £938

Acorn StrongARM Entry level
Processor: StrongARM
Speed: 233Mhz
Memory: 8 Mb
VRAM: None

Hard drive: 2Gb

CD ROM drive: None

Price inc VAT: £880

A7000+ Odyssey Range
These are smaller systems physically
although still comfortably fast, they
do suffer from less expansion
capabilities.
Processor: ARM 7500FE

Speed: 56Mhz
OS: RISC OS 4 (RISC OS 3.7

option)
Colours: Up to 16 million colours
Resolution: 1600 x 600 x 256 colours

(more with optional
Viewfinder graphics

card)
Expansion: Optional upgrade, one

standard Acorn-style
"podule" (but can only
be used if no CD fitted)

Software: Oregano Web browser,
Easizvriter word

processor (compatible
with Word), Resultz
spreadsheet (compatible
with Excel), and more
supplied

•A7000+Odyssey Surf
Memory: 24 Mb
Hard drive: 4Gb

CD ROM drive: 52X speed Sony
Free hardware: 56k modem

Price inc VAT: £703

A7000+ Odyssey Secondary
Memory: 24 Mb
Hard drive: 4Gb

CD ROM drive: 52X speed Sony

www.acornuser.com December 2001 m
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You want to design. You need to
publish. You require Cerilica Vantage.

Created with the designer and publisher
in mind, it is easy to take this
revolutionary package for granted.
Uncluttered, flexible and very rapid, the
latest professional design and publishing
system conceals its extensive underlying

technology with
amazing ease.

Never before

has core

developments
like realtime

/ arbitrary ink simulation, the
^^^/ finest on-screen display with over

200,000 levels of anti-aliasing or a
truly ergonomic user interface been
brought together in a single package.
That Cerilica Vantage is substantially
more cost-effective that its equivalent
rivals on any platform just concludes its
winning case.

" The things that it. was designedfor, it
docs with an effortlessness
unrivalled in any other drawing
application on any other platform."
Acorn User, July 2001

£ EM1.SD www.cerilica.com/vantage

•View1-;

u
Note that the

Cerilica Publishing Pack
and Batch EPS are

supplied by e.mail.

Batch EPS

Computer Concepts' ArtWorks™ design package has been widely used
under RISC OS but following the cessation of development by its
publishers many users have been seeking a way to move on. Batch EPS
allows users of ArtWorks to export directories containing native files into
their EPS equivalent. These resultant EPS files may be loaded directly into
packages like Cerilica Vantage.

£11.50 www.cerilica.com/batcheps

Cerilica Publishing Pack
This compact product is an essential addition to any designer's or
publisher's toolbox. Giving accurate control over three key aspects of
publishing —CMYK bitmap separation, PostScript™ dotgain and monitor
calibration —it allows users to gain much greater colour control when
commercially printing.

fn.SD www.cerilica.com/ppack

Creating banner and title graphics can be
a relatively lengthy and time consuming
process when all you want is a stylish and
swish graphic. Cerilica Insignia is
designed to make this task painless and
easy for all users from those who do not
have the time to learn complex graphics
packages to those who just want an
effect quickly and simply. With a few
clicks it is possible to create
high quality titles
that can be . • •»
placed directly
into any web
page or used
in print.

\*.
•New

£39

Reading PDFs™is a painless
task using RiScript; navigation
is readily available via simple buttons whilst
any interactive document contents are fully
functional. Also, using your favourite
RISC OS software (Cerilica Vantage,
Ovation, Impression, Tech Writer, etc.) to
generate single or multi-page documents,
RiScript will convert the whole document
to a PDF maintaining all aspects including
text, fonts, bitmaps and vector artwork.

fST.QO www.cerilica.com/riscript

All products available direct from Cerilica. Please visit the Cerilica web site for full product and availability details.
Cerilica Limited PO Box 40 Ross-on-Wye Herefordshire HR9 7WH England Telephone 0870 2411731

www.cerilica.com

Cerilica Vantage. RiScript and Insignia
are available from the overseas stockists:

-X- a\ t*f
X-Amplc Technology a4com

The Netherlands Germany

The Image Factory &..::.•-«*sn*w.« zw



Free software:

Price inc VAT:

Secondary pack
£703

A7000+ Odyssey Primary
Memory: 24 Mb
Hard drive: 4Gb

CD ROM drive: 52X speed Sony
Free software: Primary pack
Price inc VAT: £703

A7000+ Odyssey CD
Memory: 16 Mb
Hard drive: 4Gb

CD ROM drive: 52X speed Sony
Free software: Primary pack
Price inc VAT: £645

A7000+ Odyssey HD
Memory: 8 Mb
Hard drive: 1Gb

CD ROM drive: None

Free software: Primary pack
Price inc VAT: £527

A7000+ Odyssey Network
Memory: 8 Mb
Hard drive: Disabled

CD ROM drive: Disabled

Network: 10baseT/10base2
Free software: Primary pack
Price inc VAT: £527 (or £468 for

RISC OS 3.7 version)

Choices & options

RiscStation Ltd
Using hardware designed by Simtec,
RiscStation is a complete departure
in design from the original Acorn
ideas. Simtec have incorporated far
more facilities in hardware giving
machines with interesting
capabilities.

However all the available

machines are based on ARM7500

chips simply because these have the
important "glue" chips onboard with
the processor. However these have a
top processor speed the same as
Castle's Odyssey range.

That said there is more to

computers than processor speeds
and these machines can operate at
comfortable user speeds — you
won't notice them being sluggish for
normal operations.

RiscStation do have a design
waiting in the wings to take
advantage of faster processor speeds,
unfortunately this depends largely
on modifications to RISC OS itself

which may not happen for some
time.

All of RiscStation's machines have

the following as standard:
OS: RISC OS 4

Colours:

Resolution:

Ports:

Sound:

Other:

Up to 16
million colours

1600x1200x256

colours

2 serial ports; 1 game
port including MIDI
In/Out; 2 EIDE ports for
up to four devices;
lObaseT network port
with "Wake On LAN"

support; Parallel port is
fast EPP/ECP.
16 bit OPL3 stereo

sound samplerand
mixer, with FM
synthesiser, MIDI,
Wavetable and two CD

channels. External

connection for line in,
mic in and

headphone/speaker out.
Zip and LSI20 drive
formats are supported
natively and these
drives can replace the
floppy drive

R7500 Lite

Memory: 16Mb, 60ns EDO,
can be 50ns or faster

Hard drive: 4.3Gb

CD ROM drive: 48X Atapi EIDE
Price exc VAT: £499; £599 with 15in

monitor; £639 with

www.acornuser.com December 2001 m
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R7500 Lite+

Memory:
Hard drive:

17in; £699 with 19in.

64Mb, 50ns EDO
10.1Gb

CD ROM drive: 52X Atapi EIDE
Price exc VAT: £579; £679 with 15in

monitor; £719 with
17in; £779 with 19in.

R7500 Scorcher

Memory: 64Mb, 60ns EDO
Hard drive: 10.1Gb

CD ROM drive: CD-RW plus 48X
Atapi EIDE
(optional)

Speakers: 60W external
speakers

Price exc VAT: £579; £679 with 15in
monitor; £719 with

17in; £779 with 19in.

R7500 Networx

Memory: 8/16Mb, 60ns EDO
CD ROM drive: CD-RW plus 48X

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

Choices & options

Price exc VAT:

Atapi EIDE
(optional)
£399; £499 with 15in
monitor; £549 with
17in; £649 with 19in.

R7500 Networx HD

Memory: 8/16Mb, 60ns EDO
Hard drive: 2Gb (minimum)
CD ROM drive: CD-RW plus 48X

Atapi EIDE
(optional)

Speakers: 60W external
speakers

Price exc VAT: £449; £549 with 15in
monitor; £599 with
17in; £699 with 19in.

MicroDigital Ltd
Always the dark horse of the RISC
OS market only the Mico is currently
available. This, like the RiscStation
systems, is based on the ARM7500
chip. The entire motherboard is
designed in-house and features quite

radical hardware — all in

preparation for the Omega computer.
While not available at the time of

writing the Omega bypasses the
problem of the undeveloped OS with
specialist hardware. When it arrives
it should be very good.

The Mico uses MicroDigital's own
IDE system to drive the hard disc
which is fast, reliable and has good
built-in facilities; it can support up to
four devices. The Mico comes as one

basic model as follows:

OS: RISC OS 4

Memory: 16Mb, EDO
Hard drive: 8.4Gb

CD ROM: 48Xspeed drive
Screen: Up to 16 million

colours; 1600 x 600 x
256 colours

maximum; more

(and faster) with the
optional Lightning
card (gives 1600 x
1200 x 16 million

colours)
Sound: 16-bit CD quality,

SoundBlaster and

SoundBlaster Pro

compatible. Serial
MIDI in and stereo

digital output.
External speakers.

Expansion: Proprietary three-
slot MicroBus and

two PC-standard

ISA slots. Four USB

ports. USB and ISA
products require
special drivers to
work on RISC OS.

Price exc VAT: £POA

APDL
With its roots in PD and Shareware

APDL has created a modern machine

with fast drives, a CD ROM, RISC
OS 4 and lots more at the price of the
original BBCMicro.
OS: RISC OS 4

Memory: 8Mb, EDO
Hard drive: 4.3Gb (minimum,

sometimes more)
CD ROM drive: 48Xspeed drive
Price inc VAT: £399



Money Manager 2001
The next generation personal and business accounts package for RISC OS

is about to arrive. In the meantime, whet your appeitite ... £$'&*
CERTIFIED PLUG-IN APPLICATION

For a long time now PC users have had decent accounts and financial management packages. That's not to say that we
haven't of course (there are some very good packages out there). Sadly very few of these are actively being developed
and supported, and since the days when they were, standards have moved on. We now have a wealth of facilities which
the modern on-line world offers the home / business PC user. On-line statements, electronic tax returns and data
sharing have to be the main features of a good package. Add to that network compatibility and the wealth of features
that a powerful accounts package should have to monitor your finances and you end up with a killer-application.

My accounts

Monitor your bank, credit card,
savings and investment accounts.

Accounts payable

Handles all your outgoing
expenses, bills and purchases.
Scheduled withdrawls make

regular outgoing payments
easy to manage & plan for.

Draw graphs

Pick from a wealth of built

in graphs or create your
own, using the powerful
graph creation tool.

On-line services

Link directly to your bank's
website. Download, import
and reconcile statements

straight from the 'Net.

Banking

Integrates with EBMS (our business
management package) for the quick
and easy banking of takings.

Accounts receivable

Monitor income and chase up bad
debt. Scheduled deposits allow easy
planning and forecasting.

Run reports

Built in reports include :

VAT return, Tax return,

Profit and loss, Balance sheet

or create your own reports using
the built in report creation tool.

Transfer data

Transfer data to and from PC,
Mac, Linux and RISC OS accounts
and business packages using the
widely used QIF file format.

And so that's what we set out to do; To produce a personal and business financial management package for RISC OS
that brought home to our users so much that we were missing before.

Take, for example, the importing and reconciliation of on-line statements and the importing and exporting of data to
from other accounts packages supporting the QIF file format (eg. Sage, Money, Quicken).

Together with EBMS (our business management package) Money Manager 2001 goes a long way to providing the
'Total Business Management' package which RISC OS deserves.

Take proper control of your finances with Money Manager 2001 for EBMS. Coming soon ...

Image Software, 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset Tel: 01202 269720 Fax : 01202 685072 sales@imagesoft.co.uk

Specifications subject to change without notice. Release date and price TBC. All trade marks acknowledged.



Business Management Solutions for RISC OS

Sell goods or services to customers ? Then you should be using EBMS - the Electronic Business

Management package for RISC OS. (As used in the POSum).

Main menu

EPOS Accounts

The basic package (recommended for almost any
business which deals with the sale of stock to

customers, with or without a shop front).

£500
Excl. VAT & P&P

&
Reports Endof day w

Stock control • Customer accounting • Point-Of-Sale • Job control

Plug-in modules, available now or coming soon :

| •" • \~, - -yl

•111111
Rental module

Keep track of stock which you rent
out to customers. Ideal for video /

games rental outlets and equipment
hire businesses.

Newsagent module

Strictly for newsagents. Provides
round and bill printing, publication
subscription, manages starts and
stops, etc.

EPOS support

For use of Electronic Point Of Sale

peripherals such as cash drawers,
receipt printers and display poles.

C.I.T E-COMmerce module Money Manager 2001

Component Integration and Tracking. A built in web server provides
For businesses that deal in the online shopping facilities for your
manufacture or buildingof equipment clients.

For your nearest EBMS / POSum reseller contact:

UK sales Liquid Silicon, 2 Forth Avenue, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5PN 01592 592265 sales@liquid-silicon.com
Europe DESK, Sierbloem 3, 3068 AP Rotterdam, NL +3110 2860541 posum@deskvof.nl

Australia the image factory, PO Box 599, Rosanna, Victoria 3084 +613 9432 0504 imagfact@starnet.com.au

An accounts package plug-in
providing personal and business
account management facilities.



RISC OS 2001

The show

This year's RISC OS Show took
place in a completely new
venue, the Blue Mountain
Centre, near Bracknell in

Berkshire — certainly a better
location than Epsom since it has
rather less involvement with the

M25 when coming from the North.
And that is all you are going to hear
about getting to the Show.

The venue itself continued the

sporting theme of recent years and
was very pleasant, being a golf
centre at the end of a quiet road,
though the less said about the bar
prices the better. The three rooms
that were used, two combined for
the exhibition area and the other for

the theatre, were nicely carpeted and
even the PA system was of good
quality.

The exhibition space was more
compact than Epsom though with
less window space — but then
there's no need to stand inside and
watch horses racing past. In fact I
think the racing of horses across
greens is frowned on in golfing

oes on...
Steve Turnbull reports on what's new

and what's exciting

circles. Probably the most notable
omission from the exhibitor line-up
was the last minute withdrawal of

CTA/Riscstation. Unfortunately
pressure of work and staffing
difficulties prevented them from
making it although R-Comp was
taking Riscstation orders and the
entire Riscstation-based games
arcade was for sale with a free

monitor with every machine. Now
that's what I call turning things to
your advantage. Microdigital were
also absent though many people
were hoping to see a new machine at
this show.

The Internet Zone this time was

sponsored by Precedence and
Surftec who had a whole swarm of

RISC OS NC machines giving access
to the Web, this was using the same
NetManager software created by
Precedence for use in schools. And
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just for effect it was also running as
a wireless LAN between the Internet

Cafe and the Surftec stand.

Naturally enough Acorn User
were there and we had a very good
couple of days and completely sold
out of October and November issues
— so if you missed them you are out
of luck. Also on hand were Akalat

with Acorn Publisher, plus lots of
books on how to do real design and
layout as well as clip-art packages;
and Paul Beverley with Archive,
another good subscription-only
magazine. As a community we are
certainly well served with a variety
of magazines.

APDL had one of the largest
stands — and certainly one of the
largest selection of products.
Although they weren't selling their
£399 Micos from the stand I think

they had just about everything else
(apart from the kitchen sink — and

December 2001 www.acornuser.com
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though the AAUG may have had a
pizza oven even they didn't have a
kitchen sink).

One thing that distinguishes most
RISC OS software is that it is almost

all of decent quality, it has to be
because we are a very discerning
bunch of users and always have
been. This means that even older

versions of software are usually
quite usable even now and one thing
that APDL do is buy up the rights to

those older versions, or software that
is no longer being developed, and
re-sell them.

So from them you can get early,
but completely serviceable, versions
of Ovation, Sleuth, Prophet and
RiscCAD. Not all of the software is

old though, you can also get the
latest version of Ancestry.

On one side of the Acorn User

stand was the charity stand which
was doing brisk business with all
sorts of goodies from the RISC OS
market and products from other
systems as well. While just the other
side was Softease, with the
combined TextEase package which
has th original DTP package, plus
the spreadsheet, database and now
presentation package; unfortunately
the creator of the software, Geoff
Titmuss, wasn't on hand to
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Data Duplication Specialists

HDC Associates Ltd, Bracken House, Broad Lane, Bradford, BD4 8PA, England.
t +44 (0)1274 656565 f +44 (0)1274 656575 e sales@hdc.uk.com wwww.hdc.uk.com

With over 20 years combined experience in the duplication

industry we have a service to help with any of your replication

requirements. Starting in the early days with floppy disk

duplication we have been at the cutting edge of technology

keeping up with different products in CD-ROM pressing and

more recently progressing into offering DVD production.

We also offer low volume duplication services for all CD formats.

Our main duplication product services consist of:

CD-ROM

CD-ROM

CD-ROM

DVD

CD-R

HD Disc

Packaging

Fulfilment

- Standard Size (12cm diameter).

- Mini size (8cm diameter).

- Business Card (30mb & 100mb).

!- Both 5 and 9.

r All formats as CD-ROM, you can request:
; Supply Only - Print on body - Burn data.
I- Floppy disc duplication and labelling.
j- All associated print &packaging options.
- Complete packaging assembly, distribution q\Cc

and storage facilities.

In short, we offer the complete one stop

solution for all your duplication, packaging

and fulfilment requirements.

Please contacf us via telephone, e-mail

or fax quoting reference CS/01-04 for

help on our complete range of duplication,

print and packaging options tailored to

match your requirements.

°"r\l\!eb

y
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demonstrate the system.
R-Comp is one of the most active

RISC OS development companies
and had a whole range of new and
improved products for attendees to
walk away with: There was version
5 of their HTMLEdit Studio which
now contains facilities that make it

easier for Web designers to use
JavaScript and Cascading Style
Sheets in their Web pages; plus it has
also been extended to improve its
handling of colours and fonts which
gives better results across the variety
of platforms.

Further changes include the
ability of the system to check the
HTML on the pages to ensure there
are fewer mistakes and also checking
on the image linking to ensure the
pictures for the page are actually
available.

One type of Web page that is
often needed by Web designers is
one that provides a set of thumbnail
images of whole directory of
pictures which are linked directly to
those pictures if the thumbnail is
clicked. R-Comp have provided a
completely new application called
WebThumbs which makes the

creation of such pages entirely
automatic but allow you to configure
the result so that it suits what you.
You can get it as part of either the
EasyClip 2+ or Web Designer's Toolkit
2 packages (and, R-Comp wanted us
to point out, upgrades for that also
form part of the HTMLEdit v5
upgrade bundle). Not content with
all that there is also a new version of

WebsterXL which now ships with
Flash, MIDI and PDF plug-ins.

Also, on the more serious side, R-
Comp have their network printing

December 2001 www.acomuser.com

and Internet box solutions which

allow the sharing of network
resources from different platforms —
so you can have RISC OS machines,
PCs and Macs all sharing printers or
the Internet through a networked
box.

On the games front you can now
spend valuable time on the multi-
player version of Descent 2 with
machines linked across a network.

Surftec have also been a very
busy company this year, it was back
in February that we announced their
DigiFlash software which allowed
RISC OS computers to access
CompactFlash cards used primarily
in digital cameras but also in other
machines. In fact the pictures for this
article were taken with the brand-

new Epson 2100Z camera which uses
CompactFlash and then transferred
through DigiFlash to RiscStation
R7500 Lite on which the article was

also written. Although companies
like Epson, Casio, Kodak and Nikon
use CompactFlash, other companies
like Olympus and Fuji use the other
standard SmartMedia. The basic code

for SmartMedia was worked out for

the DigiFlash software unfortunately
there had been some problems.
However those problems are now
solved and DigiFlash for SmartMedia
now works a treat.

As a side note, Surftec also had an
IBM Microdrive which is a hard

drive with a storage capacity of
(only) 1Gb. The important point
though is that it is the size of a
CompactFlash card, about 3cm
square and 3mm deep. With this
plugged into a Casio QV-3500EX,
using the highest resolution image, it
was holding 400 photos with space
for another 700 of them. Crazy.

At lower resolutions you can
double the capacity at least and,
bearig in mind that these cameras
usually have a "video" function you
could record several minutes of

continuous images. Great for stop
motion animation shorts.

Naturally enough Cerilica were on
hand demonstrating Vantage and
their other software. The latest



addition to the stable is Insignia.
Specifically for the Web this package
is designed to make creation of
banner and title graphics easy for
the inexperienced designer. You
don't need to learn how to use a

complex graphics package, all you
do is type in the text you want to
create and then add the effects.

Vantage itself has got upgrades
that no one was expecting yet. There
has been some bug-fixing but new
additions include an upgrade to the
colour rendering which allows the

RISC OS 2001

use of special inks like metallics,
foils and finishes. This is the kind of

"ink" that has to be added by special
processes and is usually reserved for
the most expensive of final printed
products.

Another new product from
Cerilica is Batch EPS which is an

add-on for ArtWorks which allows

multiple ArtWorks files to be
converted to EPS — and then they
can be imported into Vantage.

Photodesk the company was
selling Photodesk the product,

naturally, but in addition
they have made
somechange to their
PhotoLink software so that

it will connect directly
with the SmartMedia

reader from Surftec. This

is important since
Photodesk sell Olympus
digital cameras and all
Olympus cameras now
use SmartMedia and USB.

On the subject of
USB both Photodesk and

ExpLAN have been
working with Simtec on
the new expansion card
that will provide USB for
RISC OS. Naturally
Photodesk have been

working on the camera
side while ExpLAN have
been hard at it

implementing the
standard printer interface
for USB.

ExpLAN had a very
busy stand. Not only were
they hosting (once again
best dressed man at show)
Martin Wurthner with his

amazing collection of Artworks plug-
ins and ArtWorks itself, plus the new
Solo computer, the range of LCD
monitors and the unique FlolyBible
software. But, apart from all those,
they were also demonstrating USB
printing.

Paul Richardson of ExpLAN was
keen to point out that although the
USB printing is functioning correctly
it is not yet ready for release because
not all the worst case scenarios have

been dealt with and besides the

production versions of the hardware
won't be available until after

Christmas. But it will make a great
late Christmas present.

Late on the day came a
completely unexpected but dramatic
announcement from RISCOS Ltd.

The project for conversion of RISC
OS to run on the netBook palmtop
computer is to be re-started. Now
the author of this article does know a

little bit more about this (or at last he
thinks he does) but with enough
certainty to make any comment.
Anyway this is excellent news and
we can look forward to a

StrongARM powered mini-machine
in the not too distant future. In fact,
the South West Show has been

mentioned. Excellent.

This isn't an exhaustive list of

everyone who was present but
covers the ones that had exciting
new products. Everyone who
attended had a good show despite
some misgivings about how busy it
would actually be and concerns with
some missing players. Special
mention goes to Fleur Designs for
not selling any computer hardware
or software, or indeed computer
service, but instead a whole set of
RISC OS-created board games to
keep you away from your keyboard.

All we can say is thanks to the
ARM Club, SASAUG and ROUGOL
for putting it together and we
certainly look forward to the next
one. Keep the flag flying.
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Fell walkin:

Walk on
the wild side

When we did the magazine
feature on digital imaging
and brought in advertisers
from that area little did we

imagine that we would find a gem
of a product ready for use on RISC
OS.

NVM Digital advertise in video
magazines promoting their
copyright-free music which can be
used in professional, semi-
professional and amateur video
work — it's not expensive and we
take a look at that in the panel.

However it was something that
was slipped in with their music
sampler CD that attracted my
attention, first as (well I admit it)
something amusing, but then I
realised something rather good.

You may remember the Frontier
2000 CD-ROM from Cambridgeshire
Software House, it combined the
history of the Carlisle area with
detective work looking for clues to
locations in the border regions. In
fact this product encouraged very
successful family holidays near to
Carlisle.

NVM Digital have their own

Sfeve Turnbull reports on
an unexpected asset

answer to Frontier 2000 and it is their

Fell Walks on CD-ROM series.

Although it has PCs and references
to Internet Explorer and Netscape
Navigator plastered all over it, the
whole system works well on a RISC
OS machine — with a couple of
caveats.

I will cover the caveats first and

then get on with the CD itself. First,
you have to have CDROMFS from
Warm Silence Software because the

CD uses the Windows long
filenames format, RISC OS 4+ may
work as well but that has not been

tested.

Second, and a little more
irritating, is that neither Fresco nor
Oregano can handle the spaces in
some of the filenames which means

that if you want to access some of
the sub-directories you have to
resort to opening up the CD
directories and finding a suitable

HTML file within the directory and
proceeding from there.

Oregano is slightly better here
because at least it tells you what the
complete filename is, whereas Fresco
just says it can't open the file
without actually saying which one is
causing the problem.

That over with let's get on with
the interesting bit: What's on the
CD? In this case we had the

Coniston Fells CD, some of the
material (such as the safety section)
will be repeated on the other CDs.

What you get
The contents of the CD is broken up
into several specific areas, three
main ones and six others. The first

group is composed of History, Safety
and the Walks themselves

The history section is only a
single HTML page but gives an over
view of the Coniston area from
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5500BC up to about 1800 — as the
page remarks almost sadly there
have been very substantial local
events in that period apart from the
Ulverston Bread Riot (1800) and the
Newfield Riot (1904).

The various sections include the

Mesolithic and Neolithic periods,
Iron Age, the Romans, the Dark
Ages, Vikings, Normans (including
the frequently changing
Scotland/England border), Henry
VIII, industrialisation and more
North/South conflicts.

There are quite a few picture
resources here although this is one
of the smallest sections on the whole

CD. From here you also get links to
the geographic sections and Donald
Campbell.

The Campbell section covers the
life of Donald and his father

Malcolm. Naturally the fatal crash of
Bluebird in 1967 is covered since it

occurred on Coniston Water, but this
very up-to-date CD also contains
information about the recovery of
the Bluebird and possibly Donald
Campbell's body this year.

For Geography you get sections
on the geology of the area, the
coppermines, slate, the Coniston
railway and flowers you might meet
while walking.

Not content with just explaining
about the copper that was mined
here for centuries the CD tells you
how to get to the mines from
Coniston village — while also
cautioning you about correct
behaviour in the area. Following
these pages you can walk all over
looking into mines, there is a
reference section of books for

anyone wanting to know more.
For geology you get another

whole series of pages that go into
great detail and have lots of
pictures, most of them of excellent
quality. The Coniston Fells are very
photogenic.

How much can you write about

slate? Well there are four pages on it
here though much of it is on the
history and the quarries around and
about. You can explore the old mine
buildings but once again the safety
aspect is stressed.

I can't say I am big on flowers,
and here we have 44 varieties

covered in fair detail, including the
stinging nettle — something you do
tend to come across while walking
unfortunately. Even this has some
interesting facts associated with it,
but you will have to get the CD-
ROM to find out what.

Tourist trap
If you go walking in Coniston you
are a tourist and there is a whole

section on touristy things to see and

THE CONISTON FELLS
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do. However having holidayed
around here I have to say that really
it is not your classic tourist area, not
if you like theme parks, amusement
arcades or the clubbing scene.

It is more your walk around
outside and look at things, get on a
boat and look at things or go into a
building and look at things kind of
place. The tourist information
section reflects this with museums

and boating opportunities. Not that
I'm complaining, I like walking
around and looking at things.

Nine towns and villages are
described in a little detail if they
have some particular feature of
interest — more walking around and
looking at things — they are
Coniston, Ulverston, Seathwaite,

Broughton in Furness,
Hawkshead, Little
Langdale, Ulpha and
Torver. You are also

advised to check out

a publication called
"The Place Names of

Cumbria" if you are
interested in the

etymology of names
like these.

In the Photo

Gallery there is a
huge number of
additional images
including such items
as Blocked Fox Hole

and Burial Cairn on
Torver Low Common.

In addition to these

single shots there is a
selection of

panoramas with
images stitched
together such as the
Tarn Hows in snoiv

which I have

reproduced on these
pages.

Another section is

the hyperindex which
provides links to

LOCATION COWTEffTa
map mr.r

PRINTOUT INDEX

ME FELL
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Fell walking

every nameable item on the entire
CD providing multiple links where
appropriate — for example
Banniside Stone Circle can be found

on one of the walks and as well as in

the Photo Gallery. Useful if you
know what you want but don't
know where to look.

Finally, under the sections of
"lesser" interest is the music. You

will need the PD program
SoundCon to play the 96Mb WAV
file of mood music to go with the
CD. You don't have to play it and
it's not going to set your soul on fire,
but it is 18

minutes long
and pleasant
enough.

If you play it
while viewing
the CD you may
find that it gets a
bit jittery with
Oregano— it
becomes a

pointless
exercise if you
are using Fresco
as it cuts out

completely
while this

browser builds a

page.

without the proper clothing,
footwear and equipment. While
giving good advice on what you
should be wearing. There is also a
section on the Country Code which
everyone should know — don't you?

There are 15 walks in all rated in

terms of distance (on a scale of 1 to
3) and degree of climbing/quality of
surface involved (rated A to C). The
walks range from a couple of lAs to
some 3Bs and 3Cs — real toughies.
Plus some of the walks involve

locations that you can fall off, places
with the name "crag" usually have

ft
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Walkabout
Before I get
down to the

walks

themselves I will

take a brief look

at the section on

safety. The
safety
instructions are

amusing but
firm, they
explain quite
clearly why it is
a really bad idea
to wander

around the Fells
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Paradise's Great Value Stocking Fillers!
Paradise's console gaming solution:

The Digital and Analogue Joypad

Interface is still proving popular

with adults and children alike!

Only £12.99
•••-.--; <.-.-•.••.•• • ••.••-•••-•

The fantastic new PaintPar !

Graphics tablet with 512 pressure

levels from a cordless stylus.

Only £70

i

The frantic arcade games Inferno
and Overload! Both fantastic value

entertainment this Christmas!

Only £5 each!
(Orjust£8forboth!)

. To order, simply send a letter listing which products you require
\ and acheque payable to'Paradise Group' totheaddress below. r*
A )
I/ 38 Marlborough Drive • Sydenham • Leamington Spa • CV31 1GD

info@paradise-uk.net • (01926) 315 907 • http://www.paradise-uk.net/

Orders usually fulfilled In21days. Graphics tabletrequires a freeserial portand issuitable forRiscPC/A7000/etc Gamos runonanymachine with 2MB and RISC OS3.1orbetter
Joypnd adapterrequires a freeparallel portandis suitable forRiscPC/A7000/elc Paradise only support standardSONY Playstation branded joypads (notsupplied)

Wardlaw Surveys
Your RISC OS dealer in the Far North

Civil Engineering and Computer Services
International suppliers of computer equipment
and software

• Dealers for the whole range of RiscStation
computers.

• Our flagship product, Digital Area Analysis, has
been included free-of-charge with RISC OS 4.

• Bundled with Foundation CD #2, this fully func
tional package is yet another good reason to
upgrade to the new operating system.

Don't have an unpleasant surprise!
An uninterruptable power supply (UPS) is invaluable
protection againts powercuts and lightning strikes.
Wardlaw Surveys can help you select the right UPS
for your needs. Prices start under £100 (inc VAT).

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

CD-ROMS - html-based CD-ROMs to run in webbrowsers suchas

Internet Explorer £14.95 inc. UK P&P

~ THE CONISTON FELLS - Walks, maps, history, towns and ;
villages, wild flowers, geology, copper mines, slate, Dorial
Campbell, photo gallery, hyperindex, attractions,
railway, and more...

"Everyone who loves the area should buy one" - Ruskln Museum, Coniston

THE INGLEBOROUGH TRIANGLE - Walks, maps, tourist
information, history, geology, attractions, photo gallery,
and villages, optional music, and more...
"Easy to use" The Craven Herald

THE SETTLE TO CARLISLE LINE - Virtual tour, history, facts and
figures, towns, villages and a city, quiz, photo gallery, the
Midland Railway, census data, place name roots, hyperindex,

, history as news, and more...
Out November 2001 ,

COPYRIGHT-FREE MUSIC - for video, cd-rom,«
30,000 CDs in use world-wide, real musicians, every album oyer 65 min
utes, excellent reviews. VyLJL|^^JE

From £14.95 inc. UK P&P
"One of the greatest offerings on the market* - Video Camera . "

^^ ^tJB* *',T~«

FREE SAMPLERS Audio CD (music only) or CD-ROM sample
(html-based) with details of music library and CD-ROMs. Please say which
you would like. "* .

W•VMri} im j IW irVJjxrliS U9I- VM^T f- M

E-mail info@nvmdigital.com, Web Site www.nvmdigital.com



sudden drops associated with them.
From the walks menu you select

the one you want to look at — we
will take the easiest one, Holme Fell
from Tilberthwaite. This takes you to
the introductory page which gives a
short overview of the type of walk in
terms of terrain. This walk is

relatively easy but there are still
some steep parts and places you can
fall from. Who said walking was a
safe pastime?

From this page you can go to the
location map which shows you
where the walk is in relation to

Coniston, although there is only one
map for all the walks and you will
just have to find the appropriate
place names yourself. Click on Start
to go to the first page of the walk.

The description of every part of
the walk is accompanied by
photographs showing what you
should be on the lookout for in

terms of landmarks. All the walks

are on public right of ways so you
shouldn't run into any problems
with irate landowners, though there

Product details

Product: Fell Walks on CD-ROM: The

Coniston Fells, The

Ingleborough Triangle and

The Langdale Valley

Price: £14.95 each (inc UK postage)

Supplier: NVM Digital, PO Box 1,

lientham, Lancaster, LA2 7GA

Tel/Fax: (+44/0)15242 62445

E-mail: sales@nvmdigital.com

Web: www.nvmdigital.com

is even advice

about what to

do if that does

happen.
This

particular
walk takes

you up to a
summit from

I which you can
view Coniston

Water on a

clear day — and if you can't see it
what are you doing walking about
the Fells on a day like this?

Rather taking an Acorn A4

New music

computer with an external CD-ROM
drive and a lot of car batteries to

power it all, you can instead opt for
a specially design printout page
which gives you short clear
instructions and the little map that
you don't find on the location page.
Print this out and take it with you.

And there it is. What a nice little

CD-ROM. Definitely worth the price
and with foot-and-mouth slowly
dwindling into memory it's time to
think about getting those hiking
boots out and giving them a good
rub down already for the
spring.

These were the original reason that NVM Digital advertised in Acorn User —
after all, if you've created your perfect video epic you will need to add some
mood music to complement the on-screen action.

Rather than have to pay messily for music that is copyright, or perhaps not
pay for it which may result in even messier legal action there are plenty of
companies that offer copyright-free music. Once you have paid for it you can
use it as much as you want and the composer won't demand another penny
from you.

This is a good thing in principle but it has to be said that 99 percent of
copyright-free music is absolute dross. It is awful. Horrible. Usually put
together by some untalented hack on a pathetic electric organ with a few
sound effects and unimaginative drum patterns. Pass the bucket.

Got the idea? Good.

NVM Digital sent me their 20 minutes sampler CD — audio CD that is —
which contains extracts from most of their music CDs.

The NVM collections are divided into three main groups Producer,
Professional and Background. All of the CDs have over an hour of music but
not necessarily continuous, this is serious stuff.

Unlike most of the dross, NVM have real musicians playing and they have
talent. They can play different styles convincingly and with reasonable
complexity.

The type of music you get depends on the CD, plus the lengths of the
individual tracks vary too. You can have very long pieces from the Long Takes
CDs or short ones off the Jingles, Fanfares and Moods.

It all depends on what you are trying to create: is it a commercial or a
drama? Are you doing Casualty or Time Cop? Romance or horror?

If you're looking for music to listen to, this isn't it. The music on these CDs
is specifically for playing with visual images and not to distract from them. So
there isn't a strong individuality in each track just a quality intended to
enhance.

The prices range from £14.95 up to £24.95 so they are not going to break the
bank. For tertiary education establishments with courses involving video
production getting an entire set isn't going to eat into the budget and it will
get you a good selection of worthwhile music to use.

Of all the copyright-free music I have heard this is definitely the best —
and they've won awards too.
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Are you sure
you want to

work like

this:
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Acorn Khc PC User Manuals
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ViewFinder. The high performance graphics card
for the Rise PC. For more info: www.windfall.nl

Available in the UK from CJE Micros: www.cjemicros.co.uk
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^ARM
.... . Club
What are

you missing?
The best way to make the most ofyour RISC OS computer is to bein
contact with like-minded users - that's where The ARM Club, the leading
independent user group comes in. Join today!

* The Club's magazine, "Eureka", written by
members is published four times a year;

* Free technical help service byemail, letter, fax &phone;
• Generous member discounts from many companies;
; Non profit-making, run entirely byvolunteers;
* Regular shows &Open Days - discounted entry
* International, school &affiliate membership available;
* Chances tohelp in running the Club &shows

Membership still costs only £15;Joining pack includes a copy of the
magazine andthe Club info pack. Cheques payable to "The ARM Club".

Applications should besent to: The Membership Secretary The ARM
Club, Merton Court, Sidcup, Kent. DAI4 OBR

Don't risk missing
your copy of

iCORNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Don't miss the Midlands Show,
at the National Motorcycle Museum.

Saturday 1st December 2001
Tel: 07010 709 849 Web: www.armclub.org.uk

Email: chairman@armclub.orq.uk

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

J I will collect
J I would like it delivered to my home

Name.

Address

.Postcode.

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should lie available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Retail Sales Manager on 0161 429 8902

"1



Inspect a

Neil Famham-Smith gets down and dirty with Epson products
Thinking about Christmas yet?

Well if not I hope to provide a
selection of new exciting
products available in the

computer world, and hopefully find
a good few that will also work with
RISC OS systems.

When the Editor phoned and
suggested the idea, I thought, yes,
not a problem but then finding
something just launched, that
qualifies to be a gadget and work
with RISC OS is a tall order.

So where do I start?

Well a good place was Epson,
seeing I had a meeting arranged to
organise a promotion on their laser
printer range I had an ideal
opportunity to talk to them about
their latest toys to be released in
time for Christmas.

Epson are an old friend of the
Acorn market, with their long line of
reliable trusty noisy dot matrix
printers that still keep running and
running even today to their range of
GT and Perfection parallel and SCSI
scanners that in my experience have
always proved reliable.

Their staff all seem to know a lot

about Acorn, which is nice — and
even have tried

to suggest names of people within
the Acorn market that could help
(yes, they knew the names of some
well know key RISC OS developers)
which was refreshing.

What's new?
Epson have brought out their new
line of 'C printers, equivalent to the
Stylus Colour range that we're all
used to. At the end of the product
number they affix either an UX
standing for USB and SXstanding
for parallel.

The entire new range
incorporates Epson's new
MicroPiezo™ printer head, which is
designed to last the life of the
printer.

Epson printers have had a built-
in printer head for some time, it
means the genuine Epson
replacement ink is generally cheaper
than the competition as you are just
buying a pot of ink and not a
disposable head each time.

The new printer head also gives
greater control over printing, such
as being able to adjust the size of ink
droplets using their Variable Sized
Droplet Technology, right down to
droplets or dots on the printed page
so small its hard to see them using

Epson's Micro Dot™
technology.

When all is said and

done, the old Stylus Colour
460 was impressive, just
slow — these new printers
are even more fantastic, the
colours are vibrant, the
print looks fresh and clean.

It is essential however to

use the correct paper to
achieve good results.

Finding printers that work with
RISC OS, especially inkjets, is
getting difficult, particularly as
recent home user printers on the
market are controlled using
Windows software, with software-
controlled power, ink replacement
and so on. Without even a power
button there really isn't anything
you can do with an Acorn as you
can't even switch the thing on.

Secondly USB is cheap,
manufacturers can build devices

simple to use and configure that just
plug into USB, since there is no USB
for RISC OS as yet (although very
very nearly) again that stops things
before we even get started.

Epson have moved back from this
model: having a parallel model of all
the printers is the first good thing,
secondly the power button is back.

At the time of writing these
printers have only just been
launched, and so getting my hands
on these to try the current drivers
with them hasn't been possible yet,
but 1hope to come back with some
positive news in the near future.

We'll start with the C20SX, a basic
printer suited to the first time
computer owner or indeed someone
who doesn't do very much printing.
This new model boasts of 720 x

720dpi with print speeds up to
6.5ppm black and 3ppm colour. The
sheet feeder can handle 100 sheets of

60g/m2 A4 paper down to 10
average envelopes.

The printer uses the common
black cartridge with a three-colour
cartridge system as with previous
Epson Stylus printers.

The C40SX differs from the

C20SX in the following ways, it
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boasts of 1440dpi x 720dpi print
quality running at up to 8ppm black
and 3.9ppm colour.

Entry level professional use is
aimed at the C60, this model comes
with both parallel and USB
interfaces and incorporates Epson's
QuickDry™ Inks to help reduce the
inks mixing while on the paper that
would normally cause a fuzzy dot-
gain effect.

The feature that caught my eye
for this printer is Epson's
Intellidge™ ink cartridges,
previously with Epson printers, once
an ink cartridge is removed, it
shouldn't be put back in again,
however these new ink cartridges
not only feature a valve that closes
again but the printer will also
remember that cartridge's ink level
for when it is returned to the printer.

The idea is if you are running low
and need to print an ink intensive
document you can pop a new full
cartridge in and then swap back to
finish off the nearly empty cartridge
on less important jobs.

As with the C20SX and C40SX

this printer additionally features an
amazing 2880dpi and 12ppm black
and colour print speeds. Its paper
handling is the same as the C20SX
and C40SX models.

The C70 builds on its lower

siblings in the range and provides a
blistering 16ppm black and 9.5ppm

colour — a lot of laser

printers would find it
hard to keep up with
this mean printing
beast. The inks have

been improved, they

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

are now waterproof and smudge
proof for this model. Paper handling
differs slightly, this model can still
only take 100 sheets of light paper,
but can take an additional 5

envelopes, a total of 15— useful if
you write a lot of letters.

Finally, one nice touch with this
model is that each of the ink colours

can be replaced separately, so no
waste.

And finally the C80, 20ppm black
and 10.5ppm colour. This model is
aimed at high volume users or light
network use. The paper handling
can take 150 sheets of 64gr/m2
paper. All of the Epson printers
come with a lyr warranty.

I am a camera
Also from Epson this month is a
new affordable but hi-spec digital
camera suitable for connection to an

Acorn RISC OS system using
Surftec's DigiFlash CompactFlash
card reader (well, you can't blame
me).

Epson's latest digital cameras use
CompactFlash media and can utilise
the IBM MicroDrive for major
storage — if you can afford one.

Their newest addition to the

range is the Epson PhotoPC 2100Z
camera, aimed at light home use and
is styled like a normal run-of-the-
mill camera which is less

intimidating for those among us
who can't use computers or who
find the video remote control as

scary as a hairy spider.
The 2100Z features a 2.3

MegaPixel CCD, and with some
software wizardry it can produce 3.1
MegaPixel output using Epson's
HyPict™ technology (Epson like
their ™s, don't they?).

Equally this camera gives a 2x
optical zoom, and 2.5x digital zoom.

Epson's experience of getting
good quality print out of a
computer means they understand
what is needed in the computer in
the first place, to meet this
requirement they have developed a
standard called Print Image
Matching or PIM for short.

PIM is available on a vast array of
new digital cameras, from
manufacturers such as SONY, Ricoh,

Minolta, Kyocera, Nikon, Casio,
Panasonic, Olympus, Pentax, Konica
and Sanyo.

The technology links the camera
to the printer by recording
information about the colour space,
colour adjustment and camera mode
in the header of the image file at the
time when the photo was taken, this
information is then used to adjust
the printer settings to provide
optimal printer output.

The Epson Stylus Photo 895 is
able to have a CompactFlash,
SmartMedia or MemoryStick
plugged directly into the printer's
PCMCIA slot, the printer then prints
directly from the media without
needing a computer. However the
895 is a USB-only printer, thus is
presently useless if you want to use
it with an Acorn.

The other Epson printers
reviewed can all make use of PIM,
however this is only available via
Epson's own Windows printer
drivers and not via RISC OS ones.

Digressing back, the 2100Z digital
camera comes as standard with an

8MB CompactFlash card suitable for
storing 117 e-mail quality images
(720 x 480 pixels), 16 print quality
images (1800 x 1200 pixels) and 11
HyPict™ images (2160 x 1440
pixels).

CompactFlash media prices have
fallen along with PC SDRAM prices,
getting an additional 64MB
CompactFlash won't break the bank
and is certainly a worthwhile
investment alongside a new digital
camera.

The 2100Z has its own built-in

1.6in colour LCD screen, used to
control the camera's settings and
view stored pictures.

It also incorporates a tripod
mount, 10 second self timer, Macro
30cm to 50cm and a flash range of
3.2 meters (with options for forced
flash, red eye reduction, automatic
and off).

The 2100Z from Epson is a great
camera for someone who needs

something that mimics a typical
35mm home snapper but has a huge
host of features to keep most keen
computer users happy for a ^^^^
long time. I3fli»a
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This new application
will allow you to

transfer sheets via

HTML between

Schema 2 and Excel

2000 and

retain all

styles & formulae
and now also colours.

Now works with XF as well

HTML XLS

The cost of SchemEx

is £25 inc VAT & p+p
or buy Schema 2 for £60
& get SchemEx for £15.
Please see our Website

for more details

( I, ft I t J
Micro Supplies Ltd

75aWEBBS LANE, MIDDLEWICH, CHESHIRE CW10 9DS
TEL: 01606 833999 FAX: 01606 836111 email:sales@claresmicro.com

Web site: http://www.claresmicro.com

It's really here,

SmartMedia, Surftecf s

long-awaited product.

Available right nowl

Pssst... "We also sell ALL

makes of Digital Cameras,

PDA's etc, and we can usually

better the prices

of most high street stores.

Don't forget we provide RISC

OS support and they don't."

Just £7 9 exc VAT

includes parallel port reader

and RISC OS driver software.

Address: Surftec Ltd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Surftec
Internet Computer SolutionsV

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Priceexcludes VAT but includes postage within the UK. © Surftec Ltd, 2001. E&OE



Coming soon....

...a major new RISC OS application

ISorte - a multimedia database authoring system
Create databases andpresentations with ease.

Output data as reports, CSV or HTML.
Applications includeFamily Trees, School Projects,

Learning Aids, Presentations and more.
(checkwebpagefor development news)

Supporting Acorn computers from
1982 to 1999

Proud to support RISC OS
computers from 2000 to the future

RISC OS Software for work and entertainment

104 MannersRoad, Southsea, Hampshire P04 QBQ
Tel. (02392), 87153Q - Fax (023S2).87153H

info@digUalphenomena.co.uk
www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

AntUtils £5.00
The popular enhancement utility to the Ant Internet
Suite.

- Automatic timed fetches of email and news.

- Auto launch up to 20 internet search engines.
- Allow Fresco to 'pretend' to be Microsoft Exploreror Netscape.
- plus many more features.

Disc Commander £29.95

Disc Editor and Toolkit Utility
- Edit virtually all known disc formats
• Use as an aid to recover lost or accidentally deleted data
- Powerful virus checking.
- Fast byte search
- compatiblewith most popularfiling systems including parallel zip
drives, SCSI drives and 'large'discs.
- Fully RISC OS 4 compatible, including new format discs.

FresUtils £5.00

Special 'Fresco only' version of AntUtils, for Argo
Voyager Users.

NetReader £20.00

Easy to use offline Email reader, specially designed for
novice users and schools.

- Multi-user and Network compatible
- Auto text censoring for school networks
- Marcel and CIX Conferencing compatible
- System admin control such as 'forced replies' and
'open/closed' email times/days.

Classic Games Compilation £10.00
A compilation of classic games including:
SuperSnake - an addictive version of the old favourite
arcade game, featuring configurable keys, one or two
player games, computer controlled snake and over 20
increasingly difficult levels.
Runeseeker - An arcade adventure. Can you explore the
maze to locate all the hidden coins and escape with your
lives intact? Features 12 fiendishly difficult levels,
teleports, locked doors, bombs and even an unfriendly
yeti intent on hunting you down!
Shanghai - A desktop version of the classic Chinese
strategy game. Can you remove all the matching tiles in
the quickest time? Featuring different tile sets, board
styles and difficulty levels.
Blackjack - A desktop version of the popular casino
card game, featuring full casino rules.
Nightmare Park - A bonus RISC OS version of the
original BBC B classic featuring the original 'mode T
graphics but now RISC OS 4 and StrongArm
compatible.

VZap £10.00
The original Acorn virus scanner.
- Free support as and when new viruses are discovered
- Easy use. Start scan with only two mouse clicks.
- Network compatible for schools and colleges.

These and more shareware applications and utilities are
available to download for free evaluation from:

www.digitalphenomena.co.uk/software.html

Web design and general Acorn/RISC OS consultancy
and help available. Please email for details.



• modular board games

designed using RISC OS software

• discount for AU readers

twelve unique games

»Foursquare

»Krikos

10 single
board games

Discount
Prices

Four Square (4 boards) - £18

Krikos (boards only) -£16

Single board games - £10

> Chiaroscuro

> Surakarta

> HexAgon

> Maldon

> t'other

> Kasam

> Qiddle

>RoCo

> Laita

> Five

pftp (UK) £3

ffcur Pe-sjffite afeo produce bc&ofaz dcfysnf, for education
and 'md'w'iduafc. Pc£ibM include Support materials fo aid
'lifted £ \a\en\ed provision] pro-formac, for \aroe\~
Setting -bradfctM and reports etc-} and occasional
Stationery for special events.

Hatj chess in circles with Kr'ihoS

One cwrent proiect \s the production
of stationery for the launch of
Global Built Environment Review

9b
er

http://www.ehche.ac.uk/gber

details from fleur@cartmell.demon.co.uk

http://www.cartmell.demon.co.uk

Fleur Designs

30 FinnyBank Rd SALE
Cheshire M33 6LR

Tel:0161-969-9820

07747-89-88-80
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^^^^» Professional
A powerful program for creating and running stand-alone
and user-controlled presentations on RISC OS computers.
Slide shows or rolling display presentations can be easily
created for school, home or business use. Graphics/text/
photo pages are made up using scanned images, sprites,
drawfiles, JPEGS and HTML material, etc. Sound can be
added using a wide range of sources. Programs run on-screen
automatically or user-controlled and large-screen digital
projection is another useful option. Full details in NB Pro
manual, available on request.

Single user £32.00 Site licence £96

picture book 2
With Picture Book 2 reading, spelling and counting become
enjoyable for pre-school and primary school children, and
those with learning difficulties. The six Picture Book
programs offer varied and interesting work and play activities
with a wide range of setting options.

Single user £25.00 Site licence £75.00

Kids Keys
Handy flexible plastic keyboard overlay with large lower

case letters in the 'qwerty' key-board layout for use with any
computer. Easy to fix and remove using Velcro supplied.

Singles: £2.50 School Pack (10) £20.00

Really Good Software Company
8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1HN United Kingdom

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
Post/packing add UK & Europe £1.50 Other countries

£5.00. No VAT. Cheque with order please

Co -Compud
Turn-Key Internet, Computing & Business Solutions

• RISC OS Dealers
• Authorised Installers
• EPOS solutions

• Domain Names
• Web Hosting
• e-Commerce Solutions
• Web Design
• Web Programming
• Database Integration
• Interactive, Dynamic Websites

Visit our online shop: www.co-comp.co.uk/shop

Slashdot for RISC OS?

We think so!

Submit your news now!

www,myrlscosscosuk

P0 Box 199

Preston

PR1 9SS

Tel: 01772 496659

Fax: 07971 434612

MICROBITS
Everything you need

and want in RISC OS

computers, PCs,

networks, repairs and

point of sale systems.

All under one roof

with our friendly,

expert and efficient

service.

Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est.
32 Adelaide St., Coventry CV1 5GT

Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk

Based Technolo-

THE DATA STORE
THE DATA STORE

I III I f <•> ormjiiiIi r

• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+
• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - pleasephone fordetails
SIBELIUS 7 now only£399 • SIBELIUS 6 only£99

SIBELIUS FOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, butCLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY
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possum
in winter

For those of you who read the
article back in May you may
well remember my rambles
on how the software behind

the POSum got started. For those of
you who aren't regular readers, or
who (like myself) are lacking in the
memory department, I shall briefly
recap....

It was a dreary February evening
back in 98. I was working part-time
at the local video store, as I had
been for the past two years, not
quite sure what path my life would
lead. There we had, and still to this
day have, a Digital Micro VAX
computer system rigged up to two
VT420 terminals.

On it ran a bespoke retail
management package which
handled point of sale, stock control
and customer accounting
specifically for the market which
the business was in — rental

movies and computer games. Being
a large video chain all of their
stores had the same system which
could be dialled into by computers
at Head Office to download sales

data, accounts information, and so
on.

This is when inspiration struck.

Darren Windsor of Image Software
explains what it's all about

Would it not be possible to go one
better? To write an up-to-date
package, on a modern OS that
catered not just for the video store
but for retail businesses in general.
A business management package ...
no ... a total business management
package.

So, I was going to write a
package, but it came to crunch time
— the choice of OS. I would be

starting university in the autumn
and no doubt there we would be

using Windows and Linux
machines, programming in C++.
Should I ditch my favourite OS that
I'd been with for so many joyous
years in favour of a 'PC based
system?

So I weighed up the pros and
cons: I could program for RISC OS,
it would save time in learning new
languages, how to program for
other GUIs and I had faith in RISC
OS (and still do).

Windows had always given me
nothing but gip and Linux was just

not a

"beginners" OS.
Also, I had to
bear in mind

the needs of my
potential users.
They would
need a reliable

system that
required little
or no

maintenance.

Something that
would possibly
need to last

them for many years. And so the
choice was made to go with RISC
OS.

The following day I sat down at
my Rise PC and began the first few
lines of code. Almost four years
later, development is still going
strong, and the benefits of choosing
RISC OS over other operating
systems is becoming apparent as
we begin to market the product in
the real world. People are very
wary of Windows when it comes to
retail environments, to the point
where they specifically request
non-Windows systems. Which is
exactly what we have!

The software
So what about the software itself?

What's the difference between

POSum and EBMS? Well, it's about
time to dispel some myths, set the
record straight and clear things up.
EBMS is the software at the heart of
the POSum, the software which has
taken all this time to develop (and
which is still in development).

POSum is the name given to the
machines that we supply with
EBMSpre-installed. They are
computers produced by Simtec (our
hardware partners) equipped with
ARM7500 motherboards and

additional serial ports and power
jacks to support extra peripheral
devices such as printers, barcode
readers, display poles, cash
drawers, weighing scales, and so
on.

POSum systems are not just for
the shopkeeper — this is a common

www.acornuser.com December 2001
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misunderstanding. POSum systems
are a complete solution for the
business user. They support
additional peripherals should they
be required, but in many cases they
are used "as-is" for systems that
aren't used in a retail shop-front
environment. They are shipped
with EBMS, the software, pre-
installed. All you have to do with a
POSum system is to plug it in and
switch it on. Simple for the
beginner.

So what of EBMS — the

Electronic Business Management
System. Well, the software can be
run on any RISC 3.5+ machine
equipped with a harddisc, and at
least 16MB of RAM. It provides
point-of-sale, customer accounting,
stock control and job monitoring
facilities in an integrated software
package. Any business which deals
in the supply of goods and/or
services can use EBMS.

So what does the software offer in

the way of these facilities?

Point of sale
The point-of-sale is through an easy
to use (EPOS) terminal window
that is clear to use and well laid out

for even the most illiterate

computer user. Getting to grips
with the terminal window (and
training staff to use it) takes
minutes rather than hours.

Wakefield 2001 saw a POSum loan

unit being given to Surftec for the
weekend. It took only a few
minutes to set-up the system and
train the staff in its basic use.

Selling goods to a customer can
be done by barcode (either
manually entered or scanned by an
attached reader) or by a PLU
(product look-up) code. Easy
searching of products, interactively,
by name, code or supplier reference
makes it easy to sell a product
which you don't have to hand or to
access a product's details on the
system (for a price or quantity
check).

Visits are tendered using the
payment type which the customer
is using, and the system keeps
track of the amounts tendered by

December 2001 www.acornuser.com
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these different types (a 'balance' of
the takings broken into each
payment media is quickly
accessible).

Handling the return of good
(unwanted) and faulty stock, by
customers, can be quickly and
easily processed through the
'return' and 'faulty' credit
operations, which automatically
credit the customer for the amount

of the item and adjust the product's
inventory level to reflect the return.
Refunds are as easily processed as
tendered payments.

Overringing an item which
comes up at the wrong price is also
possible using the 'Overring' credit
type. This allows a product sale
price to be manually changed
quickly.

Quick product querying allows a
product's details in the product
database to be accessed by directly
scanning the product or entering its
PLU code.

Integrating with the customer
database the EPOS terminal

provides a means to sell products /
services to a specific customer, the
printing and tracking of invoices
and easy access to a customer's
account history. Using an account,
sales can be processed for future
payment; no need to tender
payment at the point of sale — a
necessity for those businesses who
do 30-day invoicing and/or handle
Official Orders.

Support for 'pricing structures'
allows different prices to be set for
a product for different 'types' of
customers (for example, trade
accounts).
Another

discounting
system allows a
set discount

rate for a

specific
customer type
(perhaps trade
customers get
30 per cent
discount across

the board).
Additionally
we have the

ActivPromo promotional
discounting system which provides
the automatic redemption of offers
such as "buy 3 for 2" or "buy 3 for
99p". Quite a handy facility to have.

New customer accounts can be

setup directly from the EPOS
terminal through direct access to
the 'new account' facility of the
customer database. Using Addresslt
from R-Comp adding a customer to
the system is easy — enter the
name, postcode and house number
and the system will automatically
fill in the blanks.

Ordering products for a
customer, which you don't
currently have in stock, can be
handled by the system through the
presale system. This automatically
appends a product requested by a
customer to the next Purchase

Order to the appropriate supplier.
Deposits are fully supported — a
customer can pay upfront, just pay
a deposit, or pay nothing upfront,
depending on how you want to
operate.

When the product arrives in the
next delivery the system will
remind you that the delivery
contains products which you have
specifically ordered in for a
customer so as you don't
accidentally go and sell it to
someone else.

Exports to non-EU countries are
handled at the press of a button,
crediting off the VAT.

Receipts and invoices for a visit
can be quickly (even automatically)
generated and printed on an
attached printer. Proper VAT
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WWW. IntemetCamerasDirect .co.uk

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA +16MBCARD

N/A

DIGITAL

+32M8 CARD

N/A

CAMERAS

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA

KODAK DX3500 £238

-.16MB CARD

£254

+32MB CARD

£262AGFA CL18 (Silver/Blueberry) £50

AGFACL34 £158 £174 £182 KODAK DX3600 £288 £304 £312
CANON PowershotAlO

CANON Powershot A20

£278

£328

£294

£344

£302

£352
£323

£406

£344

£414KODAK DX3900 £390

CANON Powershot G2

CANON Digital Ixus (300) .
. . £688

£468

£704

£484

£717

£492

£231

£251

£239

£259MINOLTA E201 £235
CANON Digital IxusV
CASIO QV2800 .FREE Binoculars

£408

£328-

£424

£344*

£432

£352*

£323

£694

£344

£702MINOLTA Dimage 5 £678
MINOLTA Dimage 7 .FREE 16MB Card £868
MINOLTA S304 ., . . £518CASIO QV3500 £428 £444 £452 £534 £542

CASIOQV4000 £588 £604 £612 NIKON Coolpix 775 .FREE Binoculars £318* £334* £342*

COOLI-CAM £47 N/A N/A NIKON Coolpix 885 see website see website see website

FUJIA101 £158 £168 £175 NIKON Coolpix 995 £658 £674 £682

FUJI A201 £208 £218 £225 NIKON Coolpix 995 Premier . .. £750 £766 £774

FUJIMX1200 £145 £155 £162 NIKON Coolpix 5000 see website
OLYMPUS C1 .FREE CASE £212FUJI Finepix 1300 £148 £158 £165 £222 £229

FUJI Finepix 2300 £208 £218 £225 OLYMPUS C2 see website see website see website

FUJI Finepix 2400 £271 £281 £288 OLYMPUS C40 see website see website see website

FUJI Finepix 2600 £258 £268 £275 OLYMPUS C200 .FREE LEATHER CASE £308 £318 £325

FUJI Finepix 2800 see website see website see website OLYMPUS C700 .FREE LEATHER CASE £528 £538 £545

FUJI Finepix40i £378 £388 £395 OLYMPUS 2040 .FREE LEATHER CASE £365 £375 £382

FUJI Finepix 4700 £398 £408 £415 OLYMPUS 3040 .FREE LEATHERCASE £678 £688 £695

£458

£558

£465

£565

OLYMPUS 4040 .FREE LEATHER CASE £698

PENTAXEI100 £168

£708

£184

£715

£192

FUJI Finepix 6800
£548

£168

N/A
£246

£176

N/A

£254

£464

£408

£584

£472

£415

£592JENOPTIK JD2300Z3 £230 RICOH RDCJ500 £568

£358 £374

£136

£382

£144

£433

£708

£454

£715£120 RICOH Caplio RR1 £698
JENOPTIK JD350 video £90 £106 £114 SONYMVCFD75 £348 see website see website

£80 £96 £104 SONY MVC FD87 £455 see website see website

£114

£150

£122

£158

SONYMVCFD90 £638

SONY MVC FD92 £548

see website

see website

see website

see website£134

KODAK DC3400

KODAK DC3800

£268

£228

£284

£244

£292

£252

see website

see website

see website

see websiteSONY PI £598

KODAK DC5000 £398 £414 £422 SONY DSC-F505V £738 see website see website

KODAK DX3215 ,.. £228 £253 £274 •Free Halina Executive Binoculars worth £60

READ

FUJI ZIO USB Smartmedia reader/writer

JENOPTIK USB Compact Flash reader
JENOPTIK USB Smartmedia reader

SANDISK Compact Flash USBreader
SWIFT USBCompact Flash reader
SWIFT USB Smartmedia reader

SMART MEDI

£29

£24

£24

£27

£36

£36

FUJI 8MB £12.50

FUJI 16MB £14

FUJI 32MB £22

FUJI 64MB £37

FUJI 128MB £74

SANDISK 16MB £16

SANDISK 32MB £24

SANDISK 64MB £40

SANDISK 128MB

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card

£90

£37

COMPACT FLASH (TYPE & II)

FUJI 128MB £65

IBM 340MB microdrive £191

IBM 1GB microdrive ,..., .....„., £343

SANDISK 16MB £20

SANDISK 32MB £28

SANDISK 48MB £38

SANDISK 64MB £44

SANDISK 96MB £76

SANDISK 128MB £88

SANDISK 160MB £162

SANDISK 192MB £178

SANDISK 256MB £228

MULTIMEDIA CARD

SANDISK 16MB £26

SANDISK 32MB £42

SANDISK 128MB £80

LOTTERIES & CHARGi??:o
4x 1200mAh £6.50

4 x 1800mAh £11.50

4 x 1200mAh & mains charger £16.50
4 x 1800mAh 8. mains charger £20.50

Allprices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
flr^f-lo!

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

VISA iC
"Secure on-line ordering at inlernelcamerasdirecLco.uk we usea 128bitmodel to enciypt youi
thebrowser onyourPC.Hiedetailsare notdecrypted until downloaded ontoourserver. This is the mostsecure model, i
usean encryption standardcalled DiffieHellman, which isa public key Algorithm forkey exchange, and iswidely usedon
the internet. lnternetCamerasDircct.co.uk,4 Peel Street, Marsden, lluddetslield HD76BW

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST

DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

KFREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH
£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

share & print

m
Upload digital images to on-line album.

m
Store, share or order prints.

E
Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREE

FREE

FREE

Omb on line
jm storage

vorth of

ith every
purchase over £500
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• Concept • Layout
• Design • Print
• Authoring • Mailing

The complete publishing solution

26 Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport, SK1 1DQ. Tel: 0161 429 8902 Fax: 0161 429 0685 E-mail: enquiries@tau-press.com
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invoices and receipts are produced
in the case of VAT registered
businesses. If the business isn't VAT
registered a simplified invoice is
produced. Reference numbers are
printed as barcodes (which seems
to impress a lot of customers) and a
section at the bottom of the invoice

allows you to add your own notes
to an invoice (or by default to all
invoices) such as your terms of
sale.

Customer accounting
In the way of customer accounting,
charging services to an account can
be done directly through the
customer database without the

need to use the EPOS terminal at

all. Clicking on the 'charge' button
opens up the charge window.
Entering a description for the
charge and it's associated amount
is all that is required.

Both VAT inclusive and VAT

exclusive prices can be used (a
quick key press adds on the VAT
through a keyboard short cut, in
the case of VAT exclusive prices).

Printing an invoice is also
simple. Clicking on the 'invoices'
button, selecting 'new invoice',
entering an invoice number to use
(if the system generated invoice
number isn't wanted) along with a
payment due date (again, if the
system generated date isn't
appropriate for this invoice) and all
uninvoiced transactions are

automatically printed out on a new
invoice.

The same applies to credit notes.
Adding on a credit to an account is
much the same as for a charge in
the same way as generating a credit
note is similar to an invoice.

Account cards can also be

printed from here to allow quick
and easy access to CListomer
accounts through the EPOS
terminal window. Lost cards can be

quickly voided as soon as they are
reported to be missing so as they
can't be used by someone else.

For the storage of
customer/client related
information the accounts

database holds an internal

directory for each customer

Business management

account on the system. Clicking the
'view files' button in the database
window, with an account on screen,
opens the directory associated with
the account. New documents can be

saved here so as they can be
quickly accessed. An ideal way to
group together all correspondence
and so on, relating to a specific
CListomer.

Some of the recently added
fields to the customer/client
database provide for a separate
goods delivery address (to the
invoice address) and e-mail details
(complete with a button that fires
up your e-mail editor with the
customer's e-mail address

automatically placed in the 'To:'
field).

Job control
For those businesses that do work

for clients (such as computer
repairs) EBMS provides a job
control system. Work jobs can be
SLibmitted to the system, as they
come in and monitored right
through to completion, at which
point they can be automatically
charged to the appropriate account
and closed-off.

Jobs are assigned to different
'states' as they progress. These
states are defined by the user and
will vary from business to business.
The first state that a job can have
may be "quote customer for
job", another might be
"inform client job
completed".

ugnt oe ^r

'A

A newly submitted job is given a
description (such as "Replace 20GB
IDE harddisc in Rise PC"), an
estimated cost, an initial job state
and names of employees working
on the job. Once submitted this job
remains on the system until it is
deleted or closed-off.

A 'view open jobs' facility
provided by the accoLints system
allows you to view each job which
the business has underway, split
into each job state. A job can be
edited with a quick double-click of
the job's entry in the report
window. This allows details of a job
to be changed at any time (sLich as
its state or estimated cost). It is also
easy to jump to the account of a
customer corresponding to a job
from the report window.

Closing off a job removes it from
the list of active jobs and adds a
charge (under the description given
for the job) to the corresponding
customer's account. As with other

charges the user can quickly and
easily edit this in the account
history before printing an invoice.

Reportage
A wealth of reports is
provided
with

the

I
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basic package, along with a facility
for 'plug-in' reports, extra ones of
which will eventually be made
available for download off of the

Internet from a central 'report
archive'. Reports currently
provided with the package include:

Product statLis reports display a
list of products (broken down into
product types) which you stock,
along with the current retail price
and stock level.

Transaction detail which is a list

of all transactions processed
through the EPOS terminal on a
given day. As a security feature this
allows the business manager /
owner to check for possible
instances of abuse or theft by the
staff.

Product presales is a report of
products ordered by customers
through the presale facility of the
EPOS terminal, which still needs to
be collected.

Other reports are originated
through the plug-in facility of
EBMS: The SalesLog which gives a
report of goods sold for a given
period, including qLiantities and
prices. Stock value shows the cost
price of goods held by the business
(useful for insurance purposes).

VAT accrual is an accounting
report giving you all the
information related to VAT returns
where an accruals based accounting
method is used by the business.
VAT cash is the same as above, but
for businesses who account on a
cash-basis.

Visit statistics shows, for a given
period, on average customer
spending, number of CListomer
visits. Cost Of Goods Sold (COGS)

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

gives amount of VAT payable,
profit figures, and so on. A very
powerful tool in its own right.

And all these reports (except for
the stock value report) can be run
for a given shift, day, week, month,
accounting period, year, or any
given range of days.

The idea here is that the user

should be able to obtain any
information which they are likely
to find useful from the system,
whether it be for the day-to-day
running of the business or for
yearly tax or VAT returns and
accounting purposes.

The report viewer provides a
clear and convenient way of
viewing or printing a report and
the report archive makes and keeps
copies of reports as they are
generated. These can be reviewed
later on in the future, without
having to re-generate the report.

In stock
Stock control facilities provide easy
and auditable processes for the
handling of goods. A
comprehensive product database
supports rental, second-hand and
(new) retail stock — with separate
inventory levels and prices for each
of these 'stock types'. Up to four
suppliers for each product are
supported, where different pack
sizes and cost prices can be
assigned to each supplier.

Each product is assigned to a
'product type' which enables
similar products to be grouped
together and assigned with a VAT
code (for example, "Groceries (c)"
where 'c' is zero rated.).

The receiving of stock onto the
system (when a
delivery is
received, or a
visit to the local

cash and carry
has been made)
is done through
the 'receive

from supplier'
facility. This
displays a form
on the screen

on which the

user enters each

product

received in the delivery —
including the quantity and total
cost price.

Products can be entered by
searching though a menu of
products (broken into product
types and sorted alphabetically) or
by barcode / PLU code (either
scanned or entered manually).
Once completed a delivery receipt
can be printed for attaching to the
delivery note (for later
reconciliation). The receive can then
be submitted, whereby the system
will update the stock levels in the
product database to reflect the
newly received stock.

In the case of Purchase Orders

already on the system a receive
form will be automatically created
by the system, to speed up the
receive process even more.
Selecting the appropriate order
from the form's menu will load up
all the products on the order, ready
for receiving onto the system.

Correcting a mistake made when
receiving in stock is simple. An
'edit receive from supplier' facility
allows a form submitted through
the 'receive from supplier' facility
to be corrected and re-submitted.

The simplicity here is that the form
is edited to reflect what it should

have read in the first place; the
system calculates the difference in
quantities and makes the necessary
adjustments. A 'corrected receive
form' can be quickly printed to
reflect the changes made.

As for transferring stock off of
the system, the transfer facilities
provide for stock to be returned to
a supplier or transferred to 'known
loss' (when stock is known to be
lost or damaged and can no longer
be sold). As with the receive
facility, the transfer facility uses a
similar stock form system for the
input of goods to be transferred off
of the system (to provide a
consistent stock control interface

for the Liser).
The user enters each product

being transferred off of the system
onto the form, along with the
quantity being transferred and the
amount to be credited. The form

can be printed out for future
reference or filing, and in the case



11 I can't afford a new computer!"

Yes, you can!
And you can have it now.

BUY a new RiscStation with RISC OS 4,
64Mb RAM, 10Gb hard disc from £21.07*
per month, with your old Acorn# as full
deposit, and you could be working on your
new R7500+ within a week.

CALL RISCSTATION NOW ON 01942 797777

* APR 19.9%." Any working RISC OS machine. Base system only £549+VAT. Ji RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation Ltd, 168 Elliott Street, TVIdesley, Gtr Manchester M29 8DS.Tel:+44 (0) 1942 797777 Fax: +44 (0) 1942 797711 Web: www.riscstation.co.uk
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of a product return to a supplier, a
proper returns note (complete with
the supplier's Returns
Authorisation (RMA) number) is
printed for enclosure with the
goods.

A facility for performing stock
takes is also provided. This allows
either the entire inventory of the
business, or selected products or
product types, to be audited when
required. This involves physically
scanning (or entering) the quantity
of each product.

A discrepancy report shows any
variance between the physically
counted stock and the computed
quantity. Finishing the stock take
adjusts the stock levels on the
system to those physically counted
— accounting for any lost items. As
with the receive and transfer

facilities, an edit facility is provided
where the user can adjust the
results of a stock take if mistakes
were made. Again, the same
standard 'stock form' system is
used.

Extra modules
So far we've looked at the features
supplied as standard with the basic
package. However, not everyone's
business is the same. Some people
have newsagents or video stores,
others build equipment and need to
track components, others still want
to offer on-line catalogues and
ordering facilities.

This is where the EBMS plug-in
modules come in (the EXM's; EBMS
extension Modules). These add to
the functionality of the software for

^•^ "•••.-.
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the specific needs of the user. This
allows everyone to share the same
'basic' package and add to it the
modules they need.

So far we have three of these

EXMs:

The Newsagent module provides
everything the newsagent needs in
addition to the standard

functionality of EBMS, such as the
printing of newspaper delivery
rounds and bills.

Component Integration and
Tracking (C.I.T.) is for businesses
that deal with products which they
build from components, of which
they want to track individual serial
/ batch numbers. This module

extends the job control system to
handle 'build jobs'.

From the product database a
new build of a product can be
requested, either for general stock,
or a specific customer. This is sent
to a workshop terminal which
instructs the assembler on how to

build the required product (using
pre-configured build instructions
for the product).

Any information which you
wish to hold on the build can be

prompted for entry from the
assembler (for example serial
numbers of components). Once the
build is completed the stock level
of the item is increased and the

stock levels of its components is
decremented accordingly to reflect
the resulting inventory.

This opens up a whole new
market for EBMS: every business
that manufactures and repairs PCs.
Similar packages on other

platforms
which provide
this

functionality
are almost non

existent. The

few packages
that do exist

cost many
thousands of

pounds.
The

Rental support
module is for

businesses that

hire out products (such as
equipment or videos / games). The
rental facilities seamlessly integrate
with the existing system to provide
the processing of rental
transactions in the EPOS terminal,
the control of rental stock (using
the same receive, transfer and stock
take facilities) and the generating of
rental reports (such as overdue
reports and hired-out product lists).

EPOS peripheral support covers
those businesses with a customer

front-end (those in a retail
environment). The modules
provides transparent support for a
wealth of RS232-driven POS

peripheral devices including
barcode scanners, customer display
poles, receipt printers, weighing
scales and cash drawers.

Another few modules are

planned for release in the very near
future:

Buy-by-wire (e-COMmerce
module) provides a built-in
HTTP/1.1 Web server. With a
permanent connection to the
Internet (which gets cheaper as
time goes by) allows customers to
browse through the product
database and place orders for
products.

These are logged by the system
so as they can be printed out and
processed as they are received.
Customer's can also log in to their
accounts and see if they owe
money, if so how much, and for
what, by being able to view their
account histories.

Money Manager 2001, which
will also be distributed as a stand

alone product, integrates with
EBMS to provide a financial
accounts package module for the
system. This will provide
processing and recording of
received and paid monies with
support for scheduled withdrawals
and deposits. A powerful reporting
system allows the user to produce
customised reports and graphs.
Those supplied with the module
will provide information for direct
entry into self-assessment and VAT
returns forms.

QIF import and export facilities



will provide integration and the
passing of data to/from PC-based
packages supporting the QIF
format (such as Sage, Money, and
so on). Banking facilities will allow
takings through EBMS to be
automatically recorded on days
that banking is done. From a glance
the business owner will be able to

see the state of their finances.

More modules are planned,
including a Pub and Club Manager
for pubs, bars and night clubs, but
these are still in the requirements
gathering stage, so I can't say much
about those at the moment.

What is important though is that
development is continuing, and at
quite a pace. Each week usually
sees an updated version of the
software; not just bug fixes but
additional functionality —
something which impresses people
who have moved over from PC-

based systems.
Of course, another advantage to

RISC OS applications is that they
tend to be small — and so

upgrades can be supplied by e-mail
or floppy disc rather than needing
several CD's. The latest version of

the software boasts an auto-

upgrade facility which enables
existing users with an Internet
connection to automatically
download upgrades off the Internet
from our upgrade server.

These are automatically
downloaded and installed by the
system — all the user has to do is
click on a button. A window pops
open, once installation has been
completed, informing the user of
changes to the software. These can
then be printed out and kept by the
user as an addendum to the 230

page manual which comes with
software.

Non functional needs
All this functionality is well and
good but it needs to be backed up
by non functional attributes.
Reliability has to be the most
important of these and is
something which we have sorted
with RISC OS. A reliable GUI

system with equally reliable

hardware.

Regular upgrades is another. As
I've just mentioned these lend to be
once a week at the current rate of

development. With the software
constantly receiving new
functionality existing users are kept
happy. What's more the people get
asked what they actually want, on
a regular basis — not just when we
decide to do a survey. A proper
process is in place for the reporting
of bugs and suggestions; from the
customer, through the reseller and
local distributor to the

development team. All requests are
prioritised and constantly
reviewed.

Customer service is a top
priority with support for everyone
all the way along the SLipply chain.
Users, resellers and distributors all
know who they can contact if they
have a problem. Close ties between
the distributors, resellers and the
development team ensure that
everyone is kept up-to-date on the
latest developments in the POSum
project.

Marketing
Having a good product is one
thing, marketing it properly is quite
another. At the moment we are

carefully establishing a distribution
network for the POSum brand; this
is something which needs to be
done slowly and carefully, and not
rushed. With such high
expectations of everyone onboard
it's important that the people who
we have on the team are the right
sort of people.

Each

country, or
region, has it's
own distributor

(currently we
have

distributors

established in

the UK,
Australia, The
Netherlands

and New

Zealand with

Germany and
France as

possibles for the near future). These
distributors assemble POSum

systems for distribution in their
assigned territory to Registered
POSum Resellers.

The distributor appoints
resellers, at its own discretion,
based on certain rules which it is

bound to by contract. Resellers are
expected to uphold a high degree
of standards in their business

operations. These ensure that only
the right sort of people get to sell
POSum systems.

The future
The software will continue to be

developed at the same pace as it is
today. New customers mean more
sales, which means more revenue
and more funding which can be put
into marketing and further
development. Things take time and
they move slowly, but that's the
nature of the beast.

We must have patience. POSum
is a long term project and each day
we get closer to our goal — RISC
OS dominating a market where
others have failed so miserably.
Time brings with it more
distributors and more resellers.

New developments bring with
them new markets — more

modules to open POSum to a new
crop of customers. More customers
spread the word. Distribution
spreads even further and we
conquer new ground and so
POSum becomes a standard.

This is the future I see.

Here's to it.
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A COLLECTION OF THE LATEST AND MOST FUNDAMENTA
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JUNIORVIEWPOINT

Helpingchildren find things out, Junior Viewpoint allows children to work up to
level 5 in the National Curriculum orders. The simplest most accessible
educational database around.

TEXTEASE 2000

Including the Textease Primary option, helping pupils exchange and share
information. Power features include web page creation, voice recording and
animation.

TEXTEASE SPREADSHEET

umeracy For All

An essential element for every school, this powerful numeracy tool is equally
capable of creating a simple table and to supporting demanding mathematical
functions.

Imagine is an integrated companion to all aspects of the curriculum from
KS2through to professional developers of educational software.

FLYING COLOURS

An easily accessible tool for comni
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Colours is a truly versatile art packa

All these titles on
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Logotron Ltd, 124 Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 oZS • Tel: 01223 425558 x 783 • promotions@logo.com
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How do you
eat yours?

Ease the burden with a cornucopia ofgoodies -
Pam Turnbull logs on to jellybaby.net

Having spent four hours
hunting for images, scanning
and DTPing a set of activities
for an hour lesson because the

school budget wouldn't run to
buying the things I wanted and a
stern note from my bank manager
reminded me that buying them
myself wouldn't be a smart move, I
decided that there had to be more to

Sunday afternoons! Then out of the
blue came an e-mail recommending a
site of goodies for teachers of all sizes
and varieties.

Now don't get me wrong, I think
the Web is a superb resource and I'd
be lost without it, but the iuimber of
shallow or pointless educational
(which are often school-based) sites I
wade through has tarnished its
sheen. But ever the optimist, I logged
on ...

ROSES aka RISC OS Education

Resources has two things going for it
beforeyou look past the pretty logo -
it's aimed at the UK and the

resources are all for Acorn machines.

At a second glance I forgave the
black background and unimaginative
layout as this is a practical site which
shows you what it's got withoLit
coyly hiding behind animated GIFs
and the like.

On to the meat
http://rougol.jellybaby.net/taught.html is
hosted by ROUGOL - RISC OS Users
Group of London - the idea is to
support teachers with RISC OS
computers at home or in school and
you are encouraged to reciprocate in
kind by submitting your own
worksheets, resources or programs.
As with any Website it is only as
good as how often it is updated and
so do send you own gems along. You
can easily see new items are these are
always highlighted in red.

Content is segmented by key stage
and is then further catalogued by
subject area. In addition the first
thing you see is a selection of general
files. For instance an Impression
document is conveniently zipped but

Materials used in making a bicycle

The sodaio is mode from

The frome rs rnaco Item

The hendebers ere inoce from

The tyre is mace Iram

meld

ruooer

pfosirt:

will reveal a 2002 calendar over 12

pages with two sides - his and hers -
which you can edit to suit.

Then I hit the jackpot - my
favourite CD-ROM of clip-art having
recently departed to that big disc pile
in the sky I am still grieving for
quality images on a range of subjects.
Zenta produce a good range of CD-
ROMs on everything from fonts, to
clip-art, photos of the British
countryside to audio samples, and
here they have a link to their site and
to free images which you can
download preview and use.

For instance, you can access birds,
animals, construction images, space
and sci fi, as well as sports and that's
just from their CD Big Clip Art
Collection. Though this is in truth an
advert it is worth a visit if you're
struggling to find that one image you
need as the drawfiles are well drawn

and coloured.

In addition there is a useful group
of CSV files on birds, crooks,
monarchs, ships and even volcanoes.
Data which can lake ages to find and
input but here it is ready to put
straight into databases, spreadsheets
or programs such as Tablcniatc.
Definitely an area which could and
should be easily developed.

Finally in this section are two
useful programs which you can never
find when you need them, in
particular Paul Vigay's WordScarch
which does what is says on the sprite,
by generating wordsearches which
can then be popped into your
preferred DTP program. Similarly
Victor Markwart's GrphPaper lets you
produce printable graph paper
(including logarithmic and polar) and
has saved my bacon many a time.
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NAME P.nRN ACCI S5ICN LENGTH OF REIGN EVENT 1

Egbert 6)? 827 12

I «'«>.. .,1 839 19

1 :r..:i>.iM 858 ?

1 1!'. ilyrl 860 r>

1 Crlrv.ll 885 6

A'--. -1 fi" (...•,! 849 871 28 Fc'Klod scfcx.. V Avg'o S.im>mi.'ri<,-/:'••

Edward ihe Elder! 899 25

ATI . ]•.-.... 895 924 IS United England under one ruler
Cdrnund 939 :

1 (l-.il 946 •i

Edny 955 4

Edgar me peaceable jn 959 17 Peaceful 1met

Edward (tie Marlyf 961 B75 3

ElMtM tie Unready 965 978 38 Massacre ol SI line s On,

Edmund n (trontlde) 981 1016 5

Canute 994 1017 18 D.-,~ C" .:-,'T

II..T..1I 1035 f>

Hardcarxjle 1019 1040 2 Daneg* d

Edward the Conlessor 1003 1042 :- Bj 1Westmnster AWw)

Harottll 1022 1066 .3 Bar.* el Sumtord Bneoe
.V •-••!:••. Cr'-.-"^ 1027 1066 21 DomeKay Book

Overtures and beginners
There are some very nice extras
available for Key Stage 1 on this site
from Mi/World files to design a
garden or a Christmas tree to ARM'd
Teddy, a drawfile teddy bear for Year
1 D&T, (QCA unit la - Moving
Pictures) which focuses on
mechanisms and uses paper fasteners
and pivot points.

TextEase users will find pages for
Reception and Year 1 such as
days/months for display, word
games, book reviews, and a mass of
worksheets on words, letters and so
on with a Literacy bias. For other
areas such as History there is a
drawfile to sort of old and new

things, while a further drawfile
draws on number recognition skills
as you join the dots -1-10 produces a
penguin.

Or how about a simple balloon
colouring exercise (1 and 2 counts)
with number lines; simple number
shape addition; bear colouring
subtraction and more number line

THKMK: Reipnnsihlilt

Ho* il» you bring up children properly7

It'i .inold,old question- oldereven ihan
the Bibb,

If nil ilui has been «ritten about it by
doctor*ami preachers and educationalists
and psychologistsand others, were

gathered
together. >t
would make an

enormous

library.

Hut lliat shrewd

humorist. Josh

Billings, put it all into a few words.

Saulbe - lb bringupa child in live way
he should go. travelthat way yOUBelf.
Ami there you have it.

BIBLE VERSE

Therefore go and mate disciples of all
nation*! baptising them inthemime of
the Pother,the Sill and the HolySpirit.
and teaching themto obeyeverything1
have commanded you.
Matt 28:28,

Jesus said a lot about children, lie said

«c should treat them very specially
indeed.
WeShouldcare fix iheir every need,
teaching litem SOthat they glow in
knowledge and wisdom.
Teachingthem the thingsof God SO thai
theycrowspiritually.
He was concerned with the whole

person, tliat people giew to malum) and
fulfilled then full potential.
The Bible says we are made up of three
parts, body, mind and spirit and we
should tale care In k\\\ the whole

person.

Theexample Jesusgave us washimself,
he said.Tollnw me. do whal I do.

become a disciple of me."
I guess we must ask what m-iioi example
am I to others.

Hear rather in Hearen.

Helpeach one ofu\ to growupphydcally.
mentally andspiritually. Helpin Inbegood
example*to allien w thaiIheyran \ee in
tit goad things that Ihey can emulate
leopyl.
Mayeach af in hehace in a H-ay that that

' vill tel a good example far others la fallal
III Jesm's name. Amen
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Jellybabies

work all using TextEase,
Staying with Maths, and
for those of us searching
for oral starter ideas for

the Numeracy Hour,
there are drawfiles for

sharing, sequencing,
more/less, missing
numbers and doubles.

I particularly liked the My World
screens supporting data handling for
hair, toys, jellies and eye
colours.There arc other My World
screens to covering the pets you
would like to have, and logic
blocks/colour shapes to be
categorised. Science is supported too
with a drawfile of 'Things We Eat'
which is a sorting exercise while
there is one archive dedicated to

drawfiles on growing, levers, light,
materials, plants, senses and water.

The majority of the My World
resources here come courtesy of Deal
Parochial School in Kent. Links to

their Website provides you with
glimpses of resources for the whole
curriculum and download buttons to

access them yourself.
For science they provide a set of

activities for Year 1 on Materials

based on My World. Asking children
to look at opacity, translucency,
transparency, solids, liquids, gases, it
also provides a timeline of material
use and a crossword.

For Literacy there is a series of
screens based on

spelling patterns where
children form words and

then use them to

complete a
comprehension-cum-
cloze procedure. Add to
these resources for

Additional Literacy
Support, Oxford
Reading Tree and
Letterland.

Moving up
Following the same
order and layout as the
rest of the site, zipped
technology worksheets
can be found here on

what bikes are made of,
how to keep tea hot,
making sandwiches

among others. Aimed at Key Stage 1
as well they work with Year 3 too.

For English there is an Impression
activity to put the speech marks in
'The Pied Piper' plus a drawfile
where statements requiring the
addition of words: who, here, where,
when, and so on.

History buffs will find two Tiidor
resources - one a My World activity
and another a timeline display
featuring the important dates, events
and monarchs. A shame this as I'd

have expected more resources from
World War II as well as from the

Greeks and Egyptians.
Year 6 are singled out with a

LOGO worksheet, but there are also
Textease and Advantage resources for
Key Stage 2 ICT. For instance, a Year
4 activity uses textease to produce a
simple scene using colour tool,
shading, tints and direction of
shadows. Other activities cover

Screen Turtle, function boxes within
Advantage and word pictures.

And so to maths and a Magic
Square Generator to create 3x3 magic
squares and drawfiles to put them in,
as easy pLizzles to complete! Plus
drawfiles for making solid
recognition/classification sheets and
function machines in Impression
which divide by 2, 5 and 10. One of
my favourite maths resources for
Year 3/4 is the Castle Adventure
which is an investigation
encouraging children to record
logically and progressively and
comes courtesy of Deal Parochial
again and utilises My World.

Meanwhile Science at Year 3/4 is
helped by My World screens on
bones, circuit building, shadow
formation and skeleton construction.

Secondary designs
One of the problems teachers often
have is the lack of quality resources
for Key Stages 3-4 so it was with
interest that I turned the page. A
little confusion here in the design as
there are pages for KS3. KS3 and
KS3-4 plus a lot of the resources can
easily be differentiated up or down.

There are bits and pieces for
Design Technology such as design
sheet information and ideas and

simple constructions for coffee tables
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UnrigDrttZk tlx* children
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Year 3
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etc.. the children luvc a limited time (mayhe .; h«mrito
produce ihcirownportrait
MalrJn|ass ofpencil,vaj snurU brashandmagnifying
gla\>. can they pnxtuce a drawing?
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ihspQ amisizeaboutright-thenaddcolour.
Ihese can he printed ourand displa>cdalongsidea
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This hair was coloured in and then

drawn over In black otherwise h&ng
i the co/our would have been a

long process

and moving toys. When it came to
maths the resources are a little thin

on the ground though there are
useful utilities such as Simon

Weaver's Equs which is a
simultaneous equation calculator, or
Paul Johnson's LinReg which is a
linear regression tool. Yet you can
make a dodecahedron 3D calendar or

use DrawPIus or Vector to build up
regular square patterns.

I was similarly disappointed by
quantity of support files for Modern
Languages. Although the PD and
shareware applications are well
worth a look such as Lingo Master by
Nigel Caplan which certainly helps
with French, German, Italian or Latin.
While Say It from M.D. Smith is a
basic multiple language tutor with
sound samples for Spanish, French,
German and Cantonese.

However, one of the best aspects
of the Web is when something out of
the usual turns up. In this case,
fifteen zipped Impression folders on
subjects such as trust, senses, illusion,
sharing and truth. With a Christian
bias these will give you all you need
(minus the hymn) for a series of
assemblies on a particular subject.

Science is an area which perhaps
lends itself best to the Web and here

are some nice extras. For biologists
there are drawfilcs of the: Adrenal,
Arm, Circulation, Digestion,
Excretion, Reproductive, Nervous
and Respiratory systems. Plus a
prompt sheet for investigating the
strengths of stomach powders.

Moving on to Chemistry you can
try your hand at a worksheet on acid
rain or a couple of jigsaws and learn
how compounds are formed from
common elements and free-radicals

as well as applications to model and
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Jellybabies
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display
molecules -

RASMOL as

well as a

thermal eliptoid
program, RMM
calculator, a
wave function

plotter and a
element data

program

including a quiz
and Structure/'

by Daniel Barron.
This will name a given compound

when you create it on screen and
comes as a Java or BASIC program.
Definitely worth a look are two
complementary graphical databases:
Nuclides contains information on over

3,000 known stable or radioactive
isotopes; while Elements contains
information on all known elements

and their isotopes up to element 118
displayed on a Segre chart.

The best selection is for physicists
who can ring the changes with
energy wordsearches, ray diagrams,
moon phases and spring/neap tides
Impression documents as well as
details on comets, or try out the
planetary orbits Textease worksheet or
an Impression design to assess thermal
energy transfer and insulation
knowledge.

All zipped or squashed there is a
Basic Magnetic Fields with iron
filings practical, a DIY Telescope,
Sound Test and Quick Electrostatics
Test among others on cooling which
can use datalogging sensors or
standard thermometers. Software is

available too from demos courtesy of
Glasgow University to a multimedia
presentation on Bells and Bell
Ringing.

Top of the tree
Finally for those involved in the A-
level syllabuses there are a number of
science activities some of which

duplicated from the Key Stage 3/4
selection but still very much
appropriate - such as Nuclides. But in
addition there are drawfiles of the 14

Bravais lattices, and the structure of
diamond. While an Impression
document lists the six SI units, with
their precise definitions. However, I

rather liked the quick Textease
experiment on the loading and
unloading of a rubber band. Includes
an embedded TableMate table for

results and leads to a basic hysteresis
plot.

Add to these Impression and
Eashoritcr documents covering
dimensional analysis, stress/strain
summary, prefixes, standard form
and SI units. As well as SHC tables,
Newton's Inverse Square Law, Speed
of Sound (closed pipes), End
Corrections, SHM and so on. Well
worth downloading.

I was pleased to see experiments
included here and this time the

instructions are saved as Impression
documents, whether you're interested
in Beta and Gamma, Magnetic Fields,
Mass on Spring, N2L, SHM
spreadsheet, Resistance, Polarisation,
Resonance, Standing Waves, or SHC.

Finally software tools are
provided. These are Basic
applications: Alpha Particle
Scattering, Amplitude Modulation,
Beats and Adding Harmonics.

Playing your part
Although there is an emphasis on
science resources, especially as we
journey up the education ladder, I
was glad that core subjects don't take
all the limelight. Although there is a
lot here, there must be much much
more out there on people's hard disks
and 1 know that 1 have such

documents lurking on Zip discs.
Furthermore, it means that the four
hours I spent on creating resources
may well not be wasted and might
save someone else a frustrating
Sunday in future! |^£|»j

Product details

Product ROSES

Ages: 5+

Price: FRFill - although some
shareware applications will
need to be registered

Supplier: RISC OS User Group of
London

Web: http://rougol.jellybaby.net/
taught.html

E-maiL info@rougol.jellybaby.net OR
harmsy@freeuk.com
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WE DESIGN ICT FOR SCHOOLS

9 Acorn/RISC OS hardware and software expertise

^ Design, installation and support for all network types
including Ethernet, Nexus.... and Econet!

9 RISC OS / Windows connectivity

$ Tailored PC solutions

^ NT Server solutions

^ Curriculum advice &support

^ Managed service provision and training etc

Design
Tel: 01902 894775 Fax: 01902 324287

E-mail: enq@dezignit.co.uk

Take Control ofyour School Network
The NetManager from Precedence isoneboxwhich

will really make your machines Network!
E-MailServer and Web Based E-Mail

\ Full IMAP4.1, P0P3, SMTP server. Includes web-based email (including
addressbooks, attachments, etc.)configurable on a per-user orper-group
basis. Content filtering ofinbound and outbound mail. Spam filtering and
access control list

Proxying
Cache webpageslocally to
speed up Internetaccess,
including siteblocking.

Internet

Connect to the Internet with
ISDN, modems or a router.
Dial-on-demand gives
transparent access.

Intranet

Each user can have their own

personal webpages.

WWW

Fullweb-server that can

servepagesinternally and
externally including web
technologies suchas PHP,
SQL, cgi-bin, perl.

Gives machines internally transparent secure access totheoutside world for
things like streaming and video conferencing. Port redirection allows internal
services to bemappedto theoutsideworld.

Users Q Security
Have an unlimited number of V Full kernel level firewalling
users each with their own tl todefine exactly what
email and user area. machine can accesswhat.

Printing r^CL win<,ows
Print sharing for Acorns, NCs, I rfe Serve printers, CDs and home
PCsand Macsto either local areas to Windowscomputers
or network printers. Web- as thoughit wasan NT
based queuemanagement server, butwithout the
andconfiguration. licence costormanagement

overheads.Fitsin neatlywith
existing NT networks.

Support
Full supportisgivenbytelephone, oursupportwebsite,customer mailing
listandremote dial-in management. Software upgrades andpatches
download viaa sophisticated automated upgrade system which Identifies
which serveryouhaveand installs allnecessary upgrades, bychoosing the
upgradeoptionfromthe adminmenuisallthat isrequired!

PrecedenceTechnologies Ltd
86 Kings HedgesRoad
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

♦44(0)1223 562500
+44(0)1223 563522

sales@precedence.co.uk
http://www.precedence.co.uk

(D!

A: Surftec Ltd
Glen Road
Hindhead
Surrey
GU26 6QE

+44(0)1428608121
♦44 (0)1428608123

sales6surftec.com

http://www.surftec.com

Rise PC &A7000 Sale

A selection cfex clemo/ITrc^ in

excelentcondition. Pricesare onlywhiststackslast

A700012MbHD406,@£50+VAT
A700012MbHD406, CD@£80+VAT

RbcPC61012MbhD515@£125+ VAT
Rise PC 61012MbHD515,CD@£155+ VAT

RisePC7109MbHD515,iTcfme48&-sxWPCcairf@£175+VAT
RisePC71013MbHD515,hcfh3e486&cWK

AKF60Monitors @£30+ VAT(w6h systems)
AKF60 Monitors@£40+VAT(boughtseparately)

486 sxt-40AcornPC card*nosoftware supplied® £10+VAT

Ethernetcards/ Networking
RiscPC RJ45 Ethernetcardwhen bougritseparately(10baseT)@ £45+VAT

Upgradeto RiseOS 4 /StrongArm compa1toility(add)£10+VAT

RiscPCRJ45 Ethemetcatd when bought withsystem orhub @£35

PC connectivity usingLanMan98£35+VAT
5 port10baset hubat£40+VAT
10baseT2m fly leads@ £2 each

PC Ethernet card (10/100)RJ45 @£15+VAT

Phone FREE on 0800 052 7918
and speak to Keith Saye between 8am and 7pm

Tel08000527918/0127930387a Fax08707058397.

Allprices exclude VATanddeliveryE4 0.E AU10

* Rise OS4 Authorised Installer

* Rise OS4 Registered Developer

* Custom made Mac's & P.C.'s

* Peripherals & Consumables

* Technical support & advice

* Over 10 yrs of experience

* Authorised Acorn Dealer

Address :-

41, Riviera Drive
Southend-on-Sea

Essex SS1 2QT

Contact :-

Voice 01702 462385

Fax 01702 469224

Mobile 0850 553356

E-Mail sales@genesys.org.uk
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One of the most talked about Acorn games is available novfr
Transported to an
unknown world you must
venture into a dangerous
domain. Not onlyare you
searching for powercells
so you can return, you
have to survive and

battle against the evil I
denizens who are

determined to

kill you.

"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acorn Arcade
"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners"

Acorn Arcade

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW AND
HAVE AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001

YES! Please send me copies of Destiny @£10 each Postage &Packing
, UK postage, add£1 each

Please send me copies of Destiny ©£8each(subs price) Europe, add £2 each
Rest of world, .idd £3 each

Name

Postcode E-mail

I wishto pay by:

J Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
] Credit Card (No debit cards)

Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: /

Signature:
I 1Please tick here ifyou donot wish toreceive promotional information from other companies

Send your order to: Destiny Offer, Tau Press, 26 Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1IXJ

0wT

High resolution 3D gra|
Huge varied levels

Serious fire power -r
Intelligent enemies
Original music

Configurable controls

And much more never, seen
in any other game of thisiype^

on any other platfojrm J*
Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 or better. StrgrtgARM f
recommended.Requires CD-ROM drive. lOPtlb RAmRmd
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC QpTpatch available
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RISC OS

Mike Cook buys another round for RISC OS users
Not a lot of questions but there

are a lot of words so lets start

off. You might remember
Robin Hampshire from about

a year or so back. He was then
looking to make an energy efficient
controller for his central heating. Now
having been successful with this he
wants to take it further, he writes:

"I would like to experiment
jwith some 1-wire devices,
and recall that you had a

series of articles on them in Acorn

Usernot long ago. Unfortunately I
have mislaid the URL of your article
archives — could you let me know
where to find the necessary, please?

"Also I was interested to read the

letter to you from Graham Stewart in
a recent Acorn User, as I would also
like to learn more about the serial

port. I do have the CD set of the
PRM's, but they seem to assume a
relatively high level of knowledge
before you start. Either that or else
I'm not looking in the right place.
The descriptions of the OS_Byte and
OS_SerialOp SWI's in Chapter 38
are full of jargon that I can find no
explanation for.

"Where can I go to find
instructions that begin with the
assumption that the reader is a
complete and utter novice? I already
use several incarnations of IIC bus

devices thanks to your previous
guidance, so I should be able to get
there eventually, but sorting out the
black arts of the serial port seems
rather harder than the IIC."

My article archive is www.doc
.mmu.ac.uk/library/Acorn/RTR.html
However, it does not contain

the 1-Wire bus articles as they only go
up to Aug 99. The articles you want
are more recent and unfortunately

these later articles are not available on

line.

It would help me if you could say
exactly what jargon you don't
understand in the PRM as to me it

seems quite straight forward, well I
suppose it would. However, as the
hardware for the serial port is
common to all computers information
is plentiful on the Net. Use these links
to gen up on the jargon and then go
back to the Programmers Reference
Manual and 1think you will find it all
makes a lot more sense:

www.arcelect.com/rs232.htm

www.sangoma.co.uk/signal.htm
www.rs485.com/rs485spec.html
www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucapwas/rs232.html

Robin soon replied to this and said:
"Many thanks, Mike. I've
now downloaded them all

and shall study. From first
glance it looks as though they are
precisely want I have been looking
for. I thought I should keep you up
to date with what I'm doing, and
also, to ask you for further help.

"As you know, I originally
developed a central heating control
system using the IIC bus, with your
help. Although you had mentioned
that the 1-Wire bus would be more

efficient, I decided to use the IIC as I
needed it to be operating
uninterrupted, whilE my serial port,
even with a switcher, is just as
permanently clogged up with
modem for phone, Arcfax and
Internet.

"The IIC system actually works
very well — all the IIC chips are
close by the computer in a control
box on the wall, and data lines run
from there to temperature sensors
and 12V radiator valves.

"The sensors are of my own
design — LM35DZ chips which
output a steady lOmV per degree C. I
amplify the reading by
approximately 10 at the sensor and
send that back to PCF8591 A/D

chips. I even have two sensors
outside to give me outside temps,
one on the North facing eaves, one
on the South.

"However, recent developments
have made me think about

converting my system to the 1-Wire
bus. I have been influenced by the
following aspects:

"First I will soon be buying a
second computer, and instead of
getting rid of this one will be setting
up a home network. Thus a serial
port will become free. Next I want to
make use of the Dallas 1-Wire

weather station, now made by AAG
in Mexico and it would be nice to

incorporate that in the same system.
"Also Dallas is developing a

humidity sensor (DS1910) which
would be a great improvement for
my system, especially as I live in a
Grade II listed farmhouse made of

cob, oak beams et al. Initially, I
could use these to monitor the

atmosphere in the house, and later
maybe develop an automatic
humidity control system.

"I understand Dallas are similarly
developing an atmospheric pressure
sensor, which again would be nice.
Finally when I put in the cabling, I
allowed for future changes of this
sort, so other than purchasing the
bits and pieces, and mastering the
software, I should be able to do it.

"Now, here come the questions:
"Where do you get your supplies

of components from? RS only has
the DS2480 and DS1820, whereas the
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2480 has been superseded by the
2480b and the 1820 by the 18S20. I
have been in touch with Dallas UK

(0800 585048 — from their USA Web

site) and they are happy to send me
samples of some of the chips, but
can't help when it comes to buying a
dozen or two — they only deal in
squillions. Maplins haven't got any.

"I have downloaded the PDF

Data Sheets for all the chips that I'm
interested in, and think that I
understand enough of it all to start
experimenting once I've received my
samples. I also think it would be
best to use a 1-Wire master chip such
as the DS2480b rather than drive the

components directly, especially as I
shall be wanting to multitask the
eventual application.

"However, the wiring diagram for
a 12V RS232 port is rather scary — I
presume you've looked at it in your
researches — is there any way a
layman like me can simplify it?
Many thanks for your help."

| Theelectronics industry is a
fast moving one with

Icomponentsbecoming
obsolete even faster than ever, even
Dallashave been bought out by
Maxim in the last few months. Their

Web site www.dalsemi.com is a whole

treasure trove of data sheets and

application notes and well worth a
visit.

I got all the components for my
articles from Farnell, the DS1820 is
still in their catalogue but it is marked
up as only available until stocks are
exhausted. However, the DS1821
could be used as a substitute but

check the data sheet for the

differences, I think it can't be used in
the passive power mode and has to
be supplied with a separate 5V
supply. The DS2405 addressable
switch however is still available.

There were some devices I wanted

to use, like the DS2450 quad A/D
converter the DS2502 controller and

DS2415 real time clock, but I had to
hold off with them because I couldn't

find a supplier. I never considered
using the DS2408 as this is just a line
driver and you wouldn't really need
one just to cover the distances in a
house.

However, if you are worried get
Application Note 108 from the Web
site, that shows you how to drive
longer lines with a few components.
Your best bet for a source of

components is to get an electronics
magazine and see the component
distributors in that. As to the

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

diagrams in the data sheets looking
scary, these do tend to be over
simplified so there'is not much scope
for simplification here. Best of luck
with your project.

Next up comes David J. Barton who
has some comments about Ample:

"I have been following
Robin Terry's progress with
this with some interest,

indeed I supplied him with a copy
of the programmers guide as I felt he
could make more use of it than I was

ever likely to. Robin is not intending
to implement all the features of the
original Ample and has no plans to
support the hardware.

"I was given a program to extract
an image from the Ample ROM
which could be loaded into sideways
ram on my BBC Master so it loaded
modules as needed but faster than

from the ROM. Is it possible to run
this on a Rise PC under the

emulation program?
"If it is would it also be possible

to connect the Music 5000/4000 set

up to a Rise PC via a 1MHz bus and
user port, which I think I remember
being available. If this is possible
why no one has done it yet? Am I
being too optimistic? I would love to
be able to use the hardware I still

have without connecting up the
Master and save some space."

Robin works only six rows
away from me here at Pace so
we keep in touch. There is no

reason why you couldn't use the
Music 5000 hardware on a Rise PC

through a 1MHz bus interface card,
assuming they are still available. I
have an original Acorn one, and I
know there were others but I am not

sure if they are still being made.
The software however is an other

matter and I am not as sure about

this. The idea of running a module
through the emulator is sound
enough but it all depends on how the
code in the module has been written.

There are some programming tricks
that the emulator can't pick up,
mainly concerned with interrupts and
direct addressing of the hardware of
the bus.

So until you try it you won't know
but it could be that the module code

would have to be tweaked and

without the source code this could be

tricky.As to why no one has done this
before I think you are being a bit
optimistic about the level of interest
in this product, it didn't sell too well
despite being excellent. In general I

think the people who could do this
simply don't have the hardware or
interest.

Finally a question from Peter Fynn:
"I have been reading the
Programmers Reference
Manual and I find that there

are quite a few that go out of there
way to make it difficult to use. In
particular I find that the instructions
that AND and EOR values together
are quite incomprehensible, could
you put me straight please?"

A lot of operating system calls
need to access a byte or bit
pattern to switch control. Now

if you only want to change one of the
bits and leave the others alone you
would normally require two calls, one
to read the bit pattern, you then
modify it and need another call to
write the new value.

The fewer calls or hooks you have
into an operating system the smaller
it is and easier to maintain so this

trick was thought up to not only
remove one call but also do your bit
manipulation for you. Typically it
looks like this:

New value = (Old value AND R2) EOR

RlWhere Rl and R2 are registers.

What you need to do is a bit of pen
and paper work here to find the value
you want to put into the two registers
but if you consider just one bit it is
quite simple:

• Ifyou want to place a zero in a
bit in the new value then R2 and Rl

should both contain a zero in the

corresponding bit.
• If you want to place a one in that

bit then R2 should contain a zero and

Rl should contain a one.

• If you want to leave the bit alone
then R2 should contain a one and Rl

should contain a zero.

• Finally if you want to invert the
bit then put a one in both R2 and Rl.

That does sound complex just
reading it out but write it down with
each rule on a separate line and try it
out. For example suppose you know
what bit pattern you want then make
Rl equal to that bit pattern and R2
equal to nought or all zeros. This is
because a bit is controlled by Rl if the
bit in R2 is zero. When you have the
bit pattern you want, you could
express it as a decimal but it is ^^^^
much easier to use hex. *a BI **

Contacting AU j
Mike Cook:

cambles@acornuser.com J
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Liquid Silicon
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Registered
Developer

Authorised
Installer

RISC OS 4 (DIY) £120.00
Filling (ROMs only) .... £10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software
transfer From £25.00

Carriage on machines is extra.
Please call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.
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Software

Installation
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Si*1
FREEPOST EH2725
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United Kingdom
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With demonstrations available
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Fax: 01903 523 679
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BEDFORD MK45 4HQ
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email akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

1
I

You already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news plus our
in-depth hardware and software
reviews.

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

'. now!

back
issue*

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.
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I

Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0112' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

To receive the Christmas 01 Acorn User (issue 241) nil

subscriptions must be in by Tuesday list November.
Subscriptions received after this date will start
with the January 2002 Acorn User (issue 242).
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Issue 239
November 2001

• RISC OS 2001

Show Guide

• Everything about
RISC OS 4+

• What is XML all

about?

• E-Commerce

explained

Issue 235
July 2001
• Vantage review
• Wakefield Show

report

• Mike Cook's

Graphicssuite
• More on User

Interfaces

age software
• All about POSsum

• Real uses of RISC

OS in the world

at large
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Issue 237
September 2001
• Kinetic Rise PC at

300MHz

• Viewfinder's new

enhancements

• Digital audio to
digital CD

• The Web

explained

Issue 233

May 2001
• Review of the CD

Scorcher

• Review of the

Solo computer
• Reader Pen review

• More on what

ProCAD can do

for you
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Issue 236
August 2001
• All about Slym
• Eco-friendly Web
• Messenger Pro

review

• Organizer review
• Report on the

RISCOS Expo

Issue 232

April 2001
• RISCOS graphics

round-up
• New Artworks

module review

• How to create

desktop icons
• What ProCAD

can do for you
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Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe mefor:
Annual subscription (13 issues)

New Renewal

UK AUNOIUY ~1 AUR0112Y

EU ~ AEN0U2Y ~ AEROIUY
World AWN0VI2Y AWIW112Y

8-issue subscription
New

UK ~\ AUN0U28
EU _ AEN0U28
World I AWNoms

4-issue subscription
New

UK 1 AUN01124
EU _ AI-Ntm24
World /\ww()-/j24

Renewal

AUR0U28

AER0U28

awRan28

Renewal

AUR0U24

AER0U24

AWR0U24

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me the fo

• Issue 239,

lloiving back issues:
UK Europe World

Nov 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6.3^LP
Qgr 1QQ*. fc4.!iu 14J U Lb.!>W
Sep 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30
Aug 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30
Jul 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6^tD
•Uin 3004 fc4.iW L4./U L(>36UT

Issue 237,

J Issue 236,
] Issue 235,

n hv" ^
Issue 233,
Issue 232,

May 2001
Apr 2001

£4.20

£4.20

•"£4.;U to"

£4.70 £6.30

£4.70 £6.30

Any 2 back issues:UK£7.40 Europe £8.05 World £11.15
Any 3 back issues:UK£9.60 Europe £10.55 World £15.20

I wish to pay by:
j Cheque/postal Order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
j CreditCard (Visa/Mastercard)
Credit Card No:

Expiry Date: I

Your name as on card:.

Signature:

Prices include postage &packing

Allcredit card transactions willbeunder thename Corporate Software

Name

Address

Country

Postcode Tel

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, TauPress, 26 Stockport Village,
Hooper Street, Stockport, CheshireSKI 1DQ

Telephone 0262 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrip@acornuscr.com
Please note e-mail is not secure, we do not recommend
sending your order details as plain text though you can
scan a signed form and send it compressed by e-mail.

_J Please tick hereifyourequire a receipt
3] Please tick ifyou donot wish toreceive mailings from other companies
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Free Ads
• FOR SALE:

Archimedes 420/1, 8Mb
RAM & HD floppy drive.
Needs hard disc drive.

ALSO: BBC Model B,
Eprom card upgrade with
lots of software/firmware.
Both in working order.
Contact: ray.curry®
btinternet.com (Glos)

• Acorn A3000 with

Microvitec monitor, (ex
school) 2Mb RAM, Morley
I/O card, games, good
condition £35 + £12

postage. Portsmouth 07713
630087 e-mail

asteroid.76@virgin.net

• StrongARM Rise PC.
RISC OS 3.7 26 Mb; 400 MB
HD; CDROM, network
card, AKF65 monitor.
Software includes Advance,
ANT suite, Datapower &
Beebug C. Cash needed
hence only £275. 01424
846213 (Sussex)

• For Sale: Acorn

A7000+, 40Mb RAM, 48x
CD Drive, MIDI Interface,

Software. Any Reasonable
Offer Accepted. Tel: (01803)
329267. Torquay, Devon.
Buyer to collect

• FOR SALE: A few BBC

B's and Master's, with the
80186 add-on box, an 8 way
ROM box and a number of

ROMs. A3020 with a 60meg
drive plus software.
Complete set of Rise User,
Acorn User to Dec 2000.

Also an Acorn Atom. Offers

over £200 the lot.

brian.steer@uk.compuware.com

• A3000+Monitor

Stand.R03, spare mother
board, A420/1, R03, with 2
Int.H/D and Video Capture
card+Ext IGbH/D&CD in
small tower; A410/1,R02-
with old (working) AKF12.
JPI 01 Printers(2);
AKF11,AKF12,AKF17;
Microvitec Cub; Phillips
Green Screen 14/15"; Dual
5" discdrives; Cambridge
Workstation (ABC) +
software.; Box of all sorts-
including,books and old
games etc.; No reasonable

ai +loads mote t
CanuU25-6m

offers refused. Michael

Jones, 01244 676407
mjones@waitrose.com
(Chester)

• FOR SALE: RISC PC

600, 2 layers, with CD
ROM, PC card and sound
card, plus monitor and
printer. £200 to a good
home. Tel 01297

(Charmouth) 678475 or
email philip.tolhurst@lineone.net

• MAGAZINES:

ARCHIVE Vols 1-14 and

RISC USER Vols 1-12

.Complete sets with Binders
FREE to good home.
Collect Leicestershire. Tel

01455 457839 or e-mail

joseph.sayers@ukgateway.net

• FOR SALE: Acorn Rise

PC 700 with PC emulator

card, 14" monitor,
ArtWorks, Ovation, and
games. Excellent condition.
Bristol location. E-mail:

jane.miller@bbc.co.uk

• ACORN A3000

computer with monitor.

£20.00. Buyer collects.
Altrincham area, South
Manchester, near Airport.
Tel 0161 980 7137 or email

getsmart@beeb.net

• A3000, no screen,
80Mb HD, original user
manuals and registration
card, £10. A5000, multisync
monitor, HD, RISC OS 3.1,
original manuals and
registration cards, £45.
01727 851037 (Greg).

• For Sale: Irlam

Videodesk Video Editing
Card + Software for RTSC

PC. S-VHS/Composite +
audio in and out. High
quality video editing. Cost
£1100 new - sell for £550

o.n.o. Contact Stuart at

h.s.sofl@argonet.co.uk or tel
(01792) 204519.

• BBC MASTER

computer and monitor,
40/80 track disc drive,
games and manual £30.00
Tel: 01270 256619 (Crewe)
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Acorn User Free Ads Service

ne discs, mariiio

\nd v^" r
D^f/.resslon (new.
;;;v.< ,Audioworks <,
K\ ^' ^a _ j Why not take advantage ofourfree reader ad service? Fill in

^^BbUg). £25. A I yourdetails on thiscoupon (24 words maximum, oneword
£c/j0ion), £24. J per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 26
pC! 4^.8. Image MaJ Slockport village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ or by e-
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COD
Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

ytyi
IVord.

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:
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Coming around
I have recently taken up a

subscription to Acorn Userafter
having bought the occasional
mag from newsagents in the past.

I am a little disappointed that there
are no longer any cover discs — as
this was one of my principal driving
forces in buying Acorn User, and
there doesn't seem to be that much

on the Online CDs.

I appreciate that the current Acorn
market has contracted a little, but am
very pleased to see all the adverts for
companies still selling Acorn
products, and that rather than
completely evaporating, the Acorn
market is beginning to re-expand
after Acorn's decision to abandon

computers. I had been in the
'wilderness' thinking that with Acorn
Computers closing their business,
this would make the market for these

'real' computers disappear.
In (what 1 thought) would be a

vain hope 1started posing a few
questions on the Acorn newsgroups
which had been set up by my
Voyager software and was amazed at
the amount of support and
information for the Acorn still out

there. Through that I have made
some good contacts, and feel
rewarded that I wasn't the only one
not to have deserted Acorn.

I program PCs for a living, and
through this am greatly aware of
their shortcomings. Microsoft
Windows is an incredibly awkward
and unwieldy operating system, and
Microsoft Word is possibly the
hardest 'pseudo DTP' program I've
used — it even struggles with the
simple things. Throughout my
working day I am lamenting not
using a reliable operating system like
RISC OS, and I have never sworn at
computers like I swear at PCs.

I learnt to program in BASIC on
the family's BBC Micro Model A
(upgraded to 32K), and received a
perception of how a computer
system should work after that. Apart
from an extremely flaky first BBC
Micro which we had replaced. 1have
had next to no trouble with Acorn

systems.
Envying the early pricey

Archimedes series, the next family
computer was a BBC Master to
which I added a PC 80186 Emulator

board and took the memory to the
dizzying heights of 512K. It wasn't
until I was working for myself that I
could afford to buy one of the
Archimedes series — an A3010 and

my first experience with a mouse! I
upgraded that with the local Acorn
dealer's hard disc kit — HCCS

Micropodule system and fitted a
Digitiser. Are any of these still
around?

I then moved 'down south' and a

colleague at work offered me a Rise
PC which I bought from him in
instalments. Pie subsequently
abandoned Acorn and is exclusively
programming PCs.

I fitted my Rise PC with a switch
box in order that I could share

monitor and keyboard with other
PCs I had. One day on switching
'live' between PC and RISC PC —

the Rise PC just 'hung'. 1 tried
rebooting but nothing happened.
"Oh no! I've lost my only decent
computer!" I thought. I enquired on
the ARM Club support e-mail
address and to my amazement
somebody who'd helped me before
responded saying to contact a
company called Reflex Electronics
(www.retlexelectronics.t2s.com/index.php).

Reflex were great. They part-
exchanged my motherboard for £95
and returned it to me within two

days — just before Christmas. 1also
bought a second-hand A7000+ as a
back up machine for £150 (complete
with keyboard and mouse) from
Steve Picton at IFEL

(www.argonet.co.uk/itel) who
occasionally sells second-hand
Acorns — and did sell some A3000's

for £20.

1now link all my machines
through the switch box (but switch
each off before switching — to avoid
damage) and use STD's PS/2 Mouse
connector which is brilliant.

I would like to suggest that you

have a beginner's guide to the ins
and outs of RISC OS. I (and possibly
others) missed out on learning the
basics on RISC OS due to late

purchases of A3010 and Rise PC. I
have tried trawling through old
issues of ARM Club magazines and
found some gems, but know there's
still more. I remember avidly typing
code in from Beebug magazines.

I am still totally committed to the
Acorn — I have only one real
criticism of RISC OS — that it has no

keyboard support as standard —
Windows can be used through the
keyboard, but RISC OS cannot
without additional software — but

compared to Windows it is so easy to
use.

Andy Burgess
by e-mail

Infact the "Online CDs" are not
intended to be that at ail, from noxo on
you should begetting that technical help
you want through the new section on the
Acorn User Web site. We had not

intended to include more basic material

but it seems that many people do want it
so watch outfor all thenewgoodies as
they appear withfuture issues.

Confused? You may be
I read Paul Middleton's article and

letter with interest in the last edition

of Acorn User and it left me a little

bewildered as to where RISC OS was

going.
My confusion lies in their not

developing a 32-bit version of the
operating system. Paul stated that
unless a hardware developer
committed to building a 32-bit
computer, there was no point in
creating the 32-bit operating system,
and I can understand this. But then I

remembered the Omega. Hasn't the
Omega been designed to take a 32-
bit Xscale chip? And wouldn't that
require a 32-bit version of RISC OS?

But then Paul also staled that

simply having a 32-bit operating
system wasn't enough — all the
software had to be 32-bit, and
software developers would have to
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recompile or rewrite their software to
work on a 32-bit computer. The
problem then became clearer and I
realised we were talking about a very
vicious circle as follows:

• Microdigital have a computer
that can take a 32-bit Xscalechip but
can't run any software on it as there
is no 32-bit RISC OS operating
system available.

• RISCOS Ltd want some

commitment before they begin to
develop a 32-bit version of the
operating system, but they won't
find any serious commitment
because, without any compatible
software, no-one will purchase a 32-
bit computer (the Omega) and
therefore the new operating system
won't sell either.

• Software developers have no
incentive to convert their software to

32-bit. Even if they wanted to, they
do not have access to a 32-bit

computer with the necessary 32-bit
operating system in order to test
their software and, more importantly,
develop new applications.

In this situation it quite simply
will never happen. Someone has to
take the first step, and I believe the
Omega is the ideal platform on
which to do so.

Because the Omega comes with a
StrongARM chip built in and can
take the Xscaleas a second processor,
it provides both 26-bit and 32-bit
environments. If RISCOS Ltd made

the commitment and produced a 32-
bit version of their OS for the

Omega, then RISC OS users would
have access to both 26-bit and 32-bit

desktops.
How this is implemented would

have to be worked out — at best one

system could run in a window in the
other (in the same way the PC
emulator works), but at worst there
should be a choice between the two

at boot up. Microdigital would sell
their Omega with both operating
systems included, and RISCOS Ltd
would make their money.

Users would purchase the
computer (I know I would) because
it solves the vicious circle — I would

have a computer I can use today that
will replace my current Rise PC /
A7000 / and so on transparently(ish),

December 2001 www.acornuser.com

and I can also use 32-bit software as

it becomes available.

Software vendors would then

have a platform and a customer base
as an incentive to begin converting
their software. In fact, if I'm not
mistaken, I believe I've read many
software products already stating
that they are 32-bit ready. If I'm
correct, then there are quite a few
software packages that would be
converted quite quickly.

It may be a hassle to have to close
down and reboot the computer to
use the 32-bit version of any software
(if this is the only choice), but a lot of
applications will require the speed of
the new Xscale chip while others will
be a delight to use compared to their
26 bit version, making the reboot
worthwhile.

Photodesk currently causes me
problems because of the limitations
of the current processor, and 1read
that to take full advantage of
Cerilica's Vantage you need a faster
processor. I'm sure these two
applications would be converted
quickly, and no one would hesitate to
reboot their computer in order to use
these packages.

The downside to this progression
is that 26-bit software would be on

its way out, and in due course, in
order to upgrade current software,
you would require a 32-bit computer.
This could cause an impact within
certain establishments such as

schools, and so on.
However, as new software takes

advantage of 32-bit processors,
chances are that the old 26-bit

processors will simply be unable to
cope with the upgrades, and the
purchase of a new computer would
be unavoidable. 1already find that I
can't use much of my current
software satisfactorily on my A7000,
and even my Rise PC SA seems to
struggle. I believe that even the
Kinetic processor would not be able
to satisfactorily cope with a 26-bit
version of any 32-bit software that
takes advantage of the new Xscale
processor.

Having said all this, if none of it is
possible, then RISC OS will continue
to work on processors that support
26 bit modes. I have only heard of

the Xscale chip which is 32-bit. Are
there any other fast processors being
developed that provide a 26-bit
mode that we can use? And if not,
what is the future of RISC OS

desktops?
Jimmy Imossi

by e-mail

You havesummed up most of the
situation quite well. The Omega does
break thecircle and, yes, there is
software thatis 26/32-bitcompatible and
theguidelines exist to make all code
compatible with both.

Theonly things that needto beadded
are that currently there is noproduction
Omega (at the time of writing) andone
might understand that RISCOS Ltd
aren't going to pursue development until
there is one.

Making the most of it?
Very interesting article, 'Making the
most of it' from the November issue

of Acorn User. Old Acorn machines

are indeed still very useful (and
usable).

However, I totally disagree with
Matthew Price's opinion that sticking
with old Acorns, picked up for next-
to-nothing from private sellers or
schools, doesn't harm the market. He
says that "the fact that so many
people are buying old Acorns which
even after a decade still work is a

testament to Acorn's great designs".
Well it is a testament to that, but how
does that show it doesn't damage the
market?

Acquiring a machine off anyone
but a dealer means no cash for the

manufacturers and the Acorn shops.
Buying an old Rise PC and sticking
in a Kinetic card would be the best

way for a "poor student" to acquire
the latest Acorn technology. If you
can afford a PC, you can afford that
and it gives at least some support to
the current market players.

Michael Stubbs

by e-mail

Contacting AU J

letters@acornuser.com J
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LTD

The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT PHOTODESK LIMITED

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxl_/Olymp: £100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00 3L.xx/Olymp: £70.00
.xx/Olymp: £20 .^

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic .4/^ ^d^Tt^
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk.l
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork"generation on any platform.

NEW Prices

New USB cameras,
price INCLUDES
Smartmedia reader
for RISCOS

C1MJU £345
CI Zoom £399
C200Z £469.50

C2040Z £599

C4040Z £975

C700UZ £725

PRINTERS

OHP 2 £40 (upgrade from ,1 .xx £lu3)
A presentation

Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Ribo ^o computers

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP, and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers: this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

OLYMPUS Cameras All cameras include PhotoLink software

Worth £69

The newer Olympus cameras are available at
the following prices and include a RISCOS
card reader:

CAMIKA umk roe DISC OS

The following cameras are RISCOS and
PhotoLink Compatible and do not require
USB card or Smartmedia reader:

C860L 1280x960 digital zoom, now only £199.00 (box
damaged £185)

C960L 1280x960 optical and digital zoom now only £249.00
(box damaged £235)

C20202 1600x1200 optical auto and manual, remote £395.00

C2100UZ 1600x2100 10x optical zoom remote etc £595.00

C3040Z 2056x1528 3x optical sound etc £749.00

ClZoom (960 replacement) £399.00

C1MJU (860 replacement) £345.00

C200Z (990 replacement) £469.50

C2040 (C2020 replacement) £599.00

C4040 4.1megapixel 3x optical zoom £975.00

C700UZ (C2100UZ replacement) £725.00

E10SLR£1650.00ukp

E100RSSLR £1460.00 ukp

&&
Canon S450 £

Canon S4500 A3 £350

Canon S800

All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69 pho*oReal Printer
by

Driver Sotfware

The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

L00K
...for PH0TO~b"ESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!



KINETIC 300 RiscPC
The world's fastest RISC OS computer is available now
for guaranteed* Christmas delivery.

The Kinetic300 RiscPC delivers a breath-taking performance
of 333 MIPS (Millions of Instruction per second). This is over
13 times faster than the original RiscPC!

300Mhz StrongARM processor 30Gb hard drive ."*'

RISC OS 4 g 52speed CD ROM driv
64Mb Fast SDRAM FREE software -

2Mb VRAM Oregano, EasiWriter (re

Code Descriotion

KIN55 Kinetic300

30Gb hard drive r*-"

52speed CD ROM drive

FREE software -

Oregano, EasiWriter (reads MS Word docs), Resultz

Offer once

£1199 *'.'iT*'rTi

KOQgiGD CD re-writer ^<>,
$ SAVE % ME5S3 colour scanner

A4 flatbed scanner

30-bit

Parallel port scanner
Printer through connector
ImageMaster & Twain and PC software
1200 dpi and SCSI versions also available

Use our IDE CD burner to create

CDs for archive and publication -
also doubles as standard CD reader

32x read, 8x write, 8x rewrite

FREE - !CDBum software

FREE - Internal fitting kit
SCSI and faster drives also available

*W*

*yi h<?

V/

Code Descriotion Brochure Drice Offer Drice

CDR25 CD re-writer £210 £179

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

SCA22 Mustek 600CP £116 £95

SONY FDD digital camera
Digital still camera with floppy disc

1.3 Mega Super HAD CDD
3 x Zoom (6x precision digital Zoom)
MPEG Movie mode/voice

Up to 20 pictures per 3V»" floppy disc
100% compatible with Rise PC

" WIDE *
RANGE

AVAILABLE

Code Descriotion

CAM01 Sonv MV-FD75

Canon colour printer

S450 bubble jet printer &xftL 0p
~ , . ^ SAVE ^^Separate ink tanks ^ j
10 pages per minute * '
Photo option available foMl0^ *"
Text print feature
Requires /Printers 1.53 or greater

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

Offer price

£359

PR145 Canon S450 £159 £129

Iiyama 15" LCD flat screen

New flicker free ^L P*
TFT LCD technology «*, :
Wide angle viewing # i
(hor. 110° vert. 90°) %/AL 0««~
Max resolution 1024 x 768

16 million colours

3 year on-site warranty

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

MON21 Mvama15"LCD £655 £370

RISC OS4 for V2 price

Upgrade your computer with
a 233MHz Kinetic or StrongARM
processor and we will bundle in
RISC OS 4 at half the normal price!
KINETIC upgrade includes 64Mb
fast SDram

Code Description Brochure price Offer price

KIN01 KINETIC+ RQ4 £468.82 £410.66

SAT04 StronaARM+R04 £299.00 £240.83

SALES OFFICE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY-FRIDAY 8.30am-7pm SATURDAYS 9am-12noon

24 HOUR ORDERING Tel: 01728 723200 Fax: 01728 727427

E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co Web: www.castle.uk.co

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate, Woodbridgc Road, Framlingham. Suffolk IP13 9LL UK
Offers valid until 31st January 2001 or whilst stocks last. Prices Include vat but exclude delivery
which Is £15 per order. "Guaranteed Christmas delivery for orders accepted by 14th December.
Full terms and conditions available on request. Officialeducation orders accepted. Payment by
credit/debit card, cheque, postal order. Prices subject to currency movements. E&OE. CASTLE

•


